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GUIDED TOURS

Guided Tours
 BALADES URBAINES
& +33 (0)4 72 10 30 30
www.museegadagne.com
gadagne@mairie-lyon.fr
Booking required (from the 1st Monday of the month to
Friday 6pm). Detailed programme to consult on the sites or
in the arrondissement town halls. Each 3rd weekend of the
month. Departure at 3pm. Duration 2 hours. Free for under
18-year-olds. Adult: E6. Students: E3.
To learn more about the city by walking and to thoroughly
rediscover at sometimes surprising angles. Two themed
walks are organised in each Lyon arrondissements by the
Gadagne museum and the mission for the historical sites
of Lyon. Guides are chosen according to the theme, for
their special eye on the city as architects, city planners,

Airport
 AÉROPORT DE LYON SAINT-EXUPÉRY
COLOMBIER-SAUGNIEU & 08 26 80 08 26 /
04 26 00 70 07
www.lyonaeroports.com – communication@
lyonaeroports.com
25 Km east of Lyon (A42 or A43 then A432).

o

Open every day. 24h/24.
Although the construction of a new terminal is
underway, the Lyon Saint-Exupéry airport, the former
Satolas, remains a human-sized airport while serving
many destinations and offering very interesting charter
flights. Built in 1975, 15 km east of Lyon, it is now the
fourth French airport with close to 9 million passengers
per year, about a hundred live destinations and over
airlines represented. Terminal 2 is reserved for Air
France and Terminal 3 for charters, including the
dynamic company Easyjet. In 1994, the TGV station
completed the offer. Designed by the renowned
architect Santiago Calatrava, its structure symbolises a
bird’s flight. This train station serves Paris but also the
Rhône-Alpes and Provence regions. As for the future
terminal 1, it represents 70,000 m2 of new prepared
surface. Objective 15 million passengers in 2020 and
the privatization of the airport.
w The airport is accessible by car from the A
432 motorway.. Several car hire workers are on site.
An express tram, the “Rhône Express”, links the centre
of Lyon with the airport within 30 minutes, every day
from 4.25 am until midnight. On the Paris/Valencia line,
one TGV per day serves the airport. Bus buses allow you
to reach the Rhône-Alpes region and the Alps in winter.
New things of 2017 very popular: a Ouigo bus links
Valencia with Lyon airport.

sociologists, historians, naturalists, poets... Every season,
a new theme is launched to satisfy our curiosity. This year,
the walks in the city take place in walks for adults (Défilons
sur la Saône, à nos jardin citoyens! Puits et fontaines) (Wells
and fountains) and in family walks (Art dans la ville and:
Myrelingues la brumeuse).

 CYCLOPOLITAIN
2, rue Sainte-Marie-des-Terreaux (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 30 43 42
www.visite-insolite-cyclopolitain.com
Open all year. Course visits (by cyclo, 1 or 2 people): 40 E/
Historic Lyon or Lyon along the river (1 hour), 70 E/Lyon
across the ages or Lyon, a modern and futuristic city (2 hours),
130 E/unmissable Lyon (4 hours).
Discover and move in Lyon smoothly while preserving our
environment and our stress wealth, isn’t it a little happiness?
It is especially possible with the Cyclopolitains, these funny
machines that you walk by in the city centre and which are
so practical to move at nice prices... And why not? Ideal
for a romantic stroll at the speed of an electric tricycle, we
are offered guided tours with six courses for two people
(plus one child under 6 years old), for 1 hour, 2 hours of
happiness to share. You can take part in a treasure hunt
and an urban paper chase hosted by the cyclo driver.
Recommended by {1}Futé{/1}.
 LYON CITY TRAM
5, rue Edouard-Herriot (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 56 32 39
www.lyoncitytour.fr – info@lyoncitytour.fr
Departure schedule (Place de la Comédie): 10.15am, 11.30am,
2pm, 3.15pm, 4.30pm and 5.30pm. Adult: E9. Child (from
4 to 11 years old): E5.
A beautiful idea signed by Lyon City Tour that will allow us
to discover the “hill that works” (Croix-Rousse for those who
are not from Lyon) through the course of a tram-shaped
“petit train”, imitating the former “ficelle” climbing to
Croix-Rousse. From Presqu’île, within walking distance
from Place des Terreaux, it attacks slopes, passing through
narrow streets (where double-decker buses could not fit
in), the amphitheatre of the Three Gauls or the traditional
painted walls, making us admire all the urban landscape
thanks to its large windows (even the roof is glazed).
A one-hour guided tour to learn everything about the
history of silk (visit of a workshop on the hill). An original
and indispensable visit to better know Lyon.
 À LA RENCONTRE DES MONSTRES CACHÉS
ET GARGOUILLES DE LYON
Office de tourisme et des congrès du Grand Lyon
place Bellecour (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 77 69 69
www.visiterlyon.com
From May 1st, 2017 to January 1st, 2019.
Here are some strange animals! Above your heads, chimeras,
dragons, dogs, lions, monsters, teddy bears, phoenix

SITES & MONUMENTS
and griffons watch you. Guardian of religious buildings,
gargoyles come forward as an original reason to discover
Vieux-Lyon. From the church of Saint-Georges to that
of Saint-Nizier, via the Saint-Jean cathedral, rediscover
medieval Lyon, its architecture and its beliefs. Equipped
with binoculars gracefully lent by the Tourist Office, and
accompanied by a guide lecturer, be sure that you will
detect, during the next two hours, many hidden secrets
relating to these funny figurines.
w Price: E12 per adult, E7 in reduced price (children
from 8 to 18 years old and students).
w Duration: 2 hours.
w Difficulty: easy.
w Other practical information: schedule of visits
available on the www.visiterlyon.com website . Reservation
required. Be at the appointment 10 minutes before the
beginning of the visit.

high quality service. Another way to discover Lyon and take
beautiful photos. Discounted rates by booking your place
on the Internet. There are also meal cruises.

 LYON CITY TOUR
& +33 (0)4 78 56 32 39
www.lyon.opentour.com
Open all year. First passage: 10am Place Bellecour. End of
Tour: 6.15pm Place Bellecour. Bus approximately every hour.
Adult: E19 (open Tour 1 day). Child (from 4 to 11 years old):
E8 (open Tour 1 or 2 days). Open Tour 2 days adult rate: E22.
Lyon is a perfect city to visit on an imperial bus tour so as not
to have too much walk from one point to another, especially
at the top of the hill of Fourvière. The most practical of this
means of visiting the city is the possibility to climb and
descend freely at the 13 stop points to discover Lyon at
your own pace. Comments are available in 8 languages.
And to go up to Croix-Rousse on a beautiful train, visitors
take the very nice (and very red) Lyon City Tram.
 TOURIST OFFICE OF LYON
Place Bellecour (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 69 69
www.lyon-france.com
info@lyon-france.com
Open daily from 9am to 6pm.
To see everything, know everything, do everything, you just
need to go to the beating heart of Lyon, Place Bellecour and
push the doors of the Tourist Office. Where to eat, where to
sleep, what needs to be visited, need a city plan? The whole
staff, multilingual, of the Tourist Office welcomes you and
provide precise answers to each of your questions. Ideally
located on the south side of Place Bellecour (all amenities,
including the impeccable toilets, are available), the Pavillon
welcomes tourists and Lyon residents in search of quality
information on all the sites and events that enliven the
city. Go on guided tour (all the visits on the website: www.
visiterlyon.com), booking a room, having a custom-made
stay, discovering Lyon in all its aspects, buying the famous
Lyon City Card that offers so many advantages (see our Lyon
City Card article) or organising a conference... Everyone
meets at Place Bellecour to roar with pleasure.

Sites & Monuments
 HÔTEL DE VILLE
1, place de la Comédie (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 10 30 30
Contrary to what the inhabitants of Lyon will tell you,
the power seat in Lyon has not always been here, even if
the Presqu’île (the Peninsula) was the privileged place for
it. In the 17th century, the Consuls stayed at Hôtel de la
Couronne (the current Musée de l’imprimerie). A building
they rapidly abandoned for a new best suited building
located at Place des Terreaux. The first Town Hall on the
spot was completed in 1672, but burnt two years later.

And it was not until the beginning of the 18th century that
Jules Hardouin-Mansart, architect of Versailles and Dôme
des Invalides, undertook the restoration of the Town Hall,
completed in 1703. Easily recognisable with its belfry with
a carillon of 65 bells, three of which date back to 1675, the
Town Hall has sitting rooms richly decorated with silk fabrics.
And to discover the Town Hall from within, especially the
sitting rooms of this beautiful building, the Tourist Office
organises guided tours (only upon reservation) which last
1h30 (E12/adult, E7/young and students, free for under
8 year olds, free with the Lyon City Card).

DISCOVERING THE CITY

 LYON CITY BOAT
13 bis, quai Rambaud (Headquarters)
Ride departure: 2, quai des Célestins (2nd) –
Departure Hermes boat-restaurant: 16,
quai Claude Bernard (7th) (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 42 96 81
www.lyoncityboat.com
contact@lyoncityboat.com
In 2016, opening from March 4th to December 18th. Open
every day. From April 30th to September 1st: quai des Célestins
departures at 3.15pm and 5.45pm. Free for under 3-year-olds.
Adult: E11.50. Child (from 3 to 10 years old): E8. Group
(20 people): E10. Set sail for Musée des Confluences: E15/
pers. Holiday voucher.
It’s not only in Paris that you can find tourist river boats –
moreover, these passenger boats are from Lyon – and Lyon
with its two major rivers also have theirs. Those of Lyon City
Boat take you to explore Île Barbe or the Confluent from Quai
des Célestins (right next to the square of the same name and
the bridge of Palais de Justice). Four commented tours not
to be missed: Discovery tour, Unusual tour, head for Musée
des Confluences and a Lyon Autrement summer tour, in
the morning or in the evening. With its 6 boats, including
the two electric-powered Navilys, Lyon City Boat provides
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SITES & MONUMENTS
 OPÉRA DE LYON
Place de la Comédie (1er)
& +33 (0)4 69 85 54 54
www.opera-lyon.com
contact@opera-lyon.com
Individual visits of Opéra every Saturday at 1pm. Adults:
E12. Free with Lyon City Card.
Jean Nouvel’s stroke of genius in 1993 is his ability to
reconcile the ancient and the modern by preserving the
four facade walls and the public square, but by redesigning
the whole structure, offering a volume three times larger
than the original one on eighteen levels! Stone walls and
semi-cylindrical glass roof (which aroused much interest)
are in perfect harmony. Opéra National since 1996, Lyon
Nouvel hosts all sorts of shows (see the season in our Got
out/shows heading).
 PLACE DES TERREAUX
Between rue Romarin and rue Édouard-Herriot.
At the foot of the hill of Croix-Rousse, place des Terreaux
is located on the peninsula between the Rhone and the
Saône. Listed as historical monument, it is bordered by
buildings of prestige. Thus, the façade of the City Hall and
the entrance of the Saint-Pierre palace, which serves as
Lyon Museum of Fine Arts. In its centre, you can admire the
Bartholdi fountain, designed by the eponymous sculptor.
Moving to Place des Terreaux – renovated by Christian
Drevet and Daniel Buren – also deserves a good renovation.

© MAGSPACE / SHUTTERSTUCK.COM

 HÔTEL-DIEU DE LYON
Rue Bellecordière (2e)
You are looking at the facade of the Presqu’île (the
Peninsula) -400 metres long bordering the Rhone- and
one of the emblematic buildings of the city which is
changing face. According to a legend popular among the
locals, Hôtel-Dieu was founded in 542 by Childebert. But
it was in 1184 that the Pontife brothers built a wooden
bridge on the Rhone, annexing a nearby small hospital
to accommodate travellers and paupers. Over time, the
hospital had been expanding and Rabelais was there as
a doctor from 1532 to 1534. From this time, nothing has
remained, since the walls that we can still see today, despite
the works, date back to the 12th and 13th centuries. This

The statue of Louis XIV on Place Bellecour.

building designed by the architect Soufflot is monumental
and specialises in women and children pathologies: obstetrics, gynaecology and pediatry. So, many Lyon residents
were born at Hôtel-Dieu. The hospital finally closed in
2010 and works started in 2015 to revive this unique
building, which will be called the “Grand Hôtel-Dieu”,
hosting “premium” shops (Fragonard, AM. PM…) and a
5-star Intercontinental Hotel. Opening of the doors at the
end of 2017, to discover with Petit Futé.

 PLACE BELLECOUR
M ° Bellecour
Between the Saône and the Rhone, place Bellecour is
the 0 kilometer point of Lyon and especially that of all
superlatives. Third greatest square in France, behind that of
the Concorde in Paris and that of Quinquonces in Bordeaux,
it is also the largest pedestrian square in Europe. Three
major roads depart from the place Bellecour: rue de la
République, rue du Président Édouard Herriot and rue
Victor Hugo. In its center, you can admire an equestrian
statue of king Louis XIV. Throughout the year, many events
are organised there. Ferris wheel in winter, competition
of Lyon’s petanque, partys in the evenings of Olympique
Lyonnais title, fan-zone during Euro football, great lighting,
it really is a crucial area in the Lyon life.
 LES TRABOULES DE LA CROIX-ROUSSE
ET L’ATELIER DE SOIERIE
Office de tourisme et des congrès
du Grand Lyon
Place Bellecour (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 69 69
www.visiterlyon.com
From May 1st, 2017 to January 1st, 2019.
The name Traboules designates these famous narrow
passages which allow you to go down the hill through
the courtyards of buildings. In the 19th century, they were
the daily crossing point of the canuts, the weavers. At the
end of your journey, the silk workshop awaits you at the
bottom of the slopes; its visit is fascinating.
w Rate: E12 per adult, E7 at reduced rate (children
from 8 to 18 years old and students).
w Duration: 2h.

SITES & MONUMENTS
w Difficulty: easy.
w Other practical information: calendar of visits
available on the www.visiterlyon.com website. Mandatory
reservation. Be there 10 minutes before the departure
of the visit.

 LA CROIX-ROUSSE
Emblematic district of Lyon, Croix-Rousse is a hill which
slopes are attached to the 1st arrondissement, while the
plateau is in the 4th. The history of this district is closely
linked to the silk industry, when in the 19th century,
Lyon was the first industrial town in France. Croix-Rousse
became the hill that works in opposition to Fourvière, the
hill that prays. As a city in itself, it was attached to Lyon in
1852. Today, Croix-Rousse – also known as the “village”- is
symbolised by the Gros Caillou, a rock carried by alpine
glaciers, its wall, which was part of the first belt of Lyon,
Musée des Canuts, living memory of this industrial district,
and many traboules to discover.
 LA COLLINE DE FOURVIÈRE
8, place de Fourvière (5e)
Everyone knows its name. Famous for its basilica, but also
for its Roman theatres. From its 300 m high, it dominates
the Saône-Rhone confluence. A strategic location which
therefore explains that, on the orders of the Roman senate,
Munatius Plancus established a colony there. Palaces and
various buildings were built around the forum, Lugdunum
was born; the emperors often stay there and christianity
settled there.
The fall of the Roman Empire has caused change in spaces’s
occupation, the inhabitants have settled in the valley, along
the Saône and the slopes cover vineyard and farmings.

A basilica was built on the hill of Saint-Just and religious
congregations settle. Fourvière became “the hill where
people pray”. To reach the hill, there are several possibilities: to climb in the “thread” (the funicular) to the
metro station “Old Lyon” or to visit the various montées:
the montée des Epies in the southern part, leaving the
church Saint-Georges, joins the montée Gourguillon
which was the only entrance in Lyon in the east and ends
in the Saint-Just district; the montée Chemin-Neuf, that
of Chazeaux, that of Change. You can also rush into the
montée Saint-Barthélemy which is one of the oldest roads
linking the city to the hill; the bravest will prefer to climb
the 244 steps of the montée Garillan.

 GRAND THÉÂTRE ANTIQUE ET ODÉON
Rue de l’Antiquaille (5e)
Open all year. Every day.
The Grand theatre has the same size as the theatres of Arles
or Orange: 108 m in diameter and planned for 11,000 spectators. It is a little smaller than the one in Vienna, but it is
the oldest in France and welcomes numerous and imposing
cultural events such as “Les Nuits de Fourvière”. Built in
Antiquity, probably under Augustus, it was developed
and later on enlarged, probably by the Roman emperor
Hadrian, in the second century. Don’t miss the pavement
of the orchestra (reconstructed) and you must absolutely
stop to analyze the outer ring which shows a multitude
of substructions: the Romans had planned underground
corridors to evacuate the theatre in case of an emergency
and a network of pipes and sewers which ensured the
salubrity of the place. The visit becomes interesting only
if you climb up the stairs leading to the top of the tiers.
The theatre then appears in all its majesty, you skirt it
following the Roman road made of granite slabs and
notice three barrels of fluted columns, remains of a temple
of Cybèle. Keep following the Roman road to go down
towards the Odeon.
 MAISON DES AVOCATS
60, rue Saint-Jean (5e)
Maison des Avocats is a building of the 15th century
located in the Old Lyon, at the historic 60 rue Saint-Jean.
It is made of three buildings and was Lyon Bar Association
head quarters until 1990. Bought by a Swiss patron, it now
houses the musée de la Miniature et du Décor de Cinéma.
 METALLIC TOWER OF FOURVIÈRE
Montée Nicolas-de-Lange (5e)
Because very few Lyon inhabitants know the true story
of this tower, a must-visit in the landscape, Futé is proud
to present it like a curiosity in this guide. This Lyon Eiffel
Tower, making passing Parisians laugh, was opened to
public on 3rd May, 1894. Its construction was decided
by a group of craftsmen supported by the city, opposite
to Fourvière, to... put the Basilica in a republican shade!
Indeed, since its construction, Fourvière is not the highest
point in Lyon anymore and it is this republican tower that
dominates the city at an altitude of 372 m. Formerly, it
hosted a restaurant and a belfry from where people could
enjoy the view. The tower is sold in 1953 to the ORTF, in
order to not demolish it. Since then inaccessible to the
public, it supports now transmitters and continue on
scoffing at Fourvière.

DISCOVERING THE CITY

 VISITE EN FAMILLE: LES SECRETS
DU VIEUX-LYON
Office de tourisme et des congrès du Grand
Lyon
Place Bellecour (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 69 69
www.visiterlyon.com
From May 1st, 2017 to January 1st, 2019.
With its traboules, architectural curiosities and mythical
Théâtre de Guignol, Vieux-Lyon is one of the most entertaining historic sites to visit with family. Accompanied by
a certified guide lecturer assigned by the tourist office of
the city, venture with your children in this play-based
and informative walk. Watch the signs, the street names
or the details of a few monuments, and head gradually
towards the Astronomical Clock of the Cathédrale SaintJean… After an hour and a half walking, children and
adults will have learned much more about the history of
this neighbourhood.
w Rate: E12 per adult, E7 at reduced rate (children
from 8 to 18 years old and students).
w Duration: 1h30.
w Difficulty: easy.
w Other practical information: schedule of visits
available on the www.visiterlyon.com website. Mandatory
reservation. Be there 10 minutes before the departure
of the visit. Visit accessible from 6 years and limited to
20 people. Compulsory presence of an adult companion
for each child.
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SITES & MONUMENTS
 VIEUX LYON (OLD CITY)
Vieux-Lyon (5th arrondissement) does not generally
refer to the oldest part of the city, which is located
between the hills of Fourvière and Sarra, where
Romans set up Lugdunum. Vieux-Lyon refers to the
Renaissance neighbourhood located on the right
bank of the Saône, between the churches of SaintPaul, Saint-Jean and Saint-Georges, in the first safeguarded area in France in 1964. The area, as well as
the Fourvière hill and a large part of the Presqu’île,
has also been listed, since 5th December, 1998, as
world heritage by UNESCO. In Vieux-Lyon, the visitor is
immersed between the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
Since the renovation of houses and cobbled streets,
the opening of many traboules to the public, many
shops and restaurants open 7 days a week in the
tourist area, Vieux-Lyon is the must-visit site of the
city, making a strong contribution to the image of

one of the first ten most visited cities in Europe and
the first for a “city break”.

 CENTRE DE CONGRES CITE INTERNATIONALE
50, quai Charles-de-Gaulle (6e)
& +33 (0)4 72 82 26 26
www.ccc-lyon.com
info@ccc-lyon.com
Lyon, second congress destination in France and classified in the international top 30, has one of the most
efficient tools to host conferences and seminars in the
Palais des Congrès located inside the Cité Internationale
designed by the architect Renzo Piano. The jewel of
this convention centre, an actual small town between
the Rhone and the Tête d’or park, is therefore an
amphitheatre of 3,000 seats arranged in an auditorium.
There are also 500 rooms set up directly on the site,
and restaurants for every gourmet need.

Museums
 MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS DE LYON
20, place des Terreaux
Expositions: 16, rue Edouard-Herriot (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 10 17 40
www.mba-lyon.fr
contact@mba-lyon.fr
M ° Hôtel de Ville Louis Pradel-Bus Lines
1,3,6,13,18,19,44

olm

Open Wednesday to Monday from 10am to 6pm (last
visit at 5.30pm). Friday from 10.30am. Night: ask for
information. Free for under 18-year-olds. Adult: E8. TR:
E4. Exhibitions: 9 E/adultes. Collections and exhibitions
twinned ticket: E12. Visit in French sign language, tactile
visit, audioguide. Guided tour. Catering facilities. Shop.
Activities. Library. Garden open from 8.30am to 6.30pm,
except public holidays.
Occupying a large stretch of Place des Terreaux, Musée
des Beaux-Arts of Lyon is imposing by its size, but also its
contents, since it harbours – after the Louvre – the second
work of art collection in France. But the “greatness” of
this museum is not overwhelming, and each visitor can
discover its impressive collections at their own pace,
especially through the use of digital tablets allowing
everyone to discover the works according to their desires.
This magnificent 17th-century building – the Saint Peter
palace – offers a journey through time, from ancient
Egypt to modern art via the canvas, of course, but also
art objects – pottery, earthenware… – and sculptures.

The painters of Lyon naturally occupy a place of honour.
There are many ways to visit the museum from many
special angles, from the visit “in 1 hour” to the “Art
History” cycles, if you wish to deepen your knowledge,
there are even 30-minute rapid visits around a work at
lunchtime. We love. The other highlight is the nights
that take place every first Friday from November to
June from 18 am to 22 pm. As for children, they follow
the footsteps of the Museum’s Bestiary…

 MUSÉE DE L’IMPRIMERIE
13, rue de la Poulaillerie (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 65 98
www.imprimerie.lyon.fr
mil@mairie-lyon.fr
M ° Cordelier
Open Wednesday to Sunday from 10.30am to 6pm. Open
on Tuesdays by reservation. Free for under 18-year-olds.
Adult: E6 (reduced rate : 4 E). Children welcome.
If we know that Lyon is the capital of gastronomy,
we know less that the capital of Gaul was also one of
the European capitals of printing works during the
Renaissance. In the late 15th century, Lyon produces
one third of the French editions and, in 1520, documents
attested the existence of 80 printing works in the city!
Lyon, which has remained for a long time a stronghold
of printing works, pays tribute to this rich heritage with
the Musée de l’Imprimerie which celebrates this year
its fiftieth birthday!

Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon.
© MBA LYON - GILLES ALONSO

Le jardin du Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon.
© MBA LYON - CORENTIN MOSSIÈRE
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LE MUSÉE DES CONFLUENCES
86, quai Perrache (2e)
& +33 (0)4 28 38 11 90
www.museedesconfluences.fr
contact@museedesconfluences.fr
Open Tuesday to Friday from 11am to 7pm; the weekend
and public holidays from 10am to 7pm. Thursday, night
until 10pm. Closed Monday and public holidays (January
1st, May 1st, November 1st and December 25th). Free for
under 18-year-olds. Adult: E9 (18-25 years rate: E5).
18/25 years: E5. Adult from 5pm: E6. Annual pass:
E30/adult, 15 E/18-25 years.
A museum of the 21st century that succeeds in making its
visitors travel through time and space to better understand
man and the world in their complexity. An incredible
aerial building at the peak of the confluence between
Rhône and Saône, this museum offers not only the best
image of a modern city, but also the unique collections
that everyone can discover at their own pace. All visitors
find their place in this immense structure in transparency
where one is guided by a nice staff who knows how to
lead us according to our expectations. There are “strollers”
who walk and climb (it’s free!) until the 4th floor admiring
the view of Lyon, the “visitors” who climb to level 2 of
“Nuage”, metal structure covered with stainless steel, to
discover the permanent collections. These are divided into
themes – Origins, the stories of the world; Species, the
link of living; Societies, the theatre of men; Eternities,
visions of the afterlife - in four spaces to visit at your own
pace, according to your centres of interest, to discover the
8 000 objects (out of the 3 million available to the museum
in reserve) exhibited, including unique parts of the world
and prestigious collections, in rooms with different design,
taking advantage of the latest technologies (video, audio,
touch screens) for a really interactive museography.
Impressive dinosaur skeletons or worrying Peruvian
mummy, fragment of Moon to touch and many terrestrial

animals to watch: objects of the past and the future that
all tell a story, opening avenues of reflection, providing
solutions, addressing all public. A contemporary museum,
a wonderful museum that doesn’t only expose, but which
arouses feelings, tells us about humanity, nature, opens
up horizons and makes each of us an explorer. More
than a museum, a real place of exchange and cultural
sharing. Exchanges that extend through temporary
exhibitions, museum bookshop, but also workshops open
to all publics (especially families and children), shows or
meetings. Other pleasure of the museum, the catering
and especially the excellent Brasserie des Confluences
by Pignol and Lassausaie. The Museum of Confluences,
this is not a visit, but exciting visits.
w Programming 2017-2018: The exhibitions of
the Confluences museum are organised by thematic
seasons, ranging from 4 to 6 per season.
From April 15, 2017 to January 7, 2018: Venenum, a
poisoned world. A means of defence or power tool,
deadly or medicinal, the poison is explored through this
exhibition, in its various forms: from history to culture
through science, beliefs, medicine or criminology. Fine
Arts, historical or ethnographic collections, but also
natural sciences are grouped together in aquarium or
vivarium of poisonous and toxic animals.
From May 16, 2017 to September 2, 2018: Carnets de
collections. Exposed, but also subjects of study for
scientists, the collections of the Confluences museum
are thus the door towards a better knowledge of the
world. This exhibition opens the door of reserves that
contain more than two million objects, questions about
the fundamental missions of the museum, and wonders
about the heritage of tomorrow.
From 13 June 2017 to 25 February 2018, Lumière!
The cinema invented. In partnership with the Institut
Lumière, the exhibition shows the Lyon industry of
the Lumière family, from the first cinematograph to
the current cinema.
From 17 October 2017 to 11 November 2018, Touaregs,
nomadic story. An exhibition that allows us to meet the
Tuareg population through ornaments or handicrafts.

 MUSÉE DES TISSUS ET MUSÉE DES ARTS
DÉCORATIFS – MTMAD
34, rue de la Charité (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 38 42 00
www.mtmad.fr – conservation@mtmad.fr
M° Ampère / Victor Hugo.
Open from Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 5: 30pm.
Closed on Sunday for Easter and Pentecost. Free until
12 years old. Adult: 10 E. Child (from 12 to 25 years
old): 7,50 E (and job-seekers, card for large families).
Children reception. Guided tour. Shop. Entertainment.
Two museums and a unique visit tracing a Lyon history,
that of fabrics and silk, but also a universal history,
more than 4,500 years of history of textile, for an
exceptional setting (which was almost disappearing, but
saw its horizon clearing up thanks to the Rhône-Alpes
Auvergne region) that you must visit. A wonderful place,
a mansion in the heart of the Peninsula, collections of a
tremendous wealth and an amazing beauty, for a visit
for any type of public.

DISCOVERING THE CITY

A really smart visit. Set up in the superb Hôtel de la
Couronne, a 15th-century house where great Lyons
history instances occurred, this remarkable museum was
established thanks to Maurice Audin, son of the great
Lyons printer, and Henri-Jean Martin, the chief curator of
the Libraries of Lyon. Since its opening in 1964 -we repeat
that the Museum celebrates its 50 years- and through
its impressive collections, Musée de l’Imprimerie shows
to the public in a pedagogic manner (even interactive
with workshops around graphic arts) the evolution of
the printing techniques and graphic techniques. The
permanent exhibition reveals us true treasures with
rare works, including a page of the famous Gutenberg
Bible from 1450. The precious reserve contains more
than 1,000 works that marked with their manner the
history of printing works until the 19th century. Admire
the transitory prints, printed papers form, the matrices of
printing and all graphic equipment. It is an amazement
for kids as adults to discover a true workshop of operating
printing works or to take part in workshops for better
understanding the challenges of the printing in this
place. An other part of the museum accommodates
temporary exhibitions. A Museum that preserves a part
of the Lyon’s soul.
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w The Textile Museum. Lyon is a city which history is
marked by fabrics, in particular the trade and the manufacturing of silk. Inseparable from the history of the silk
workers and the canuts, this museum was created in
the middle of the 19th century, then collections were
transferred a century later in the private hotel of Villeroy,
superb building of the 18th century. Benefiting from this
unique setting and a current museum route, allowing
each visitor to fully benefit from their visit according to
their level of interest – from beginner to expert-, the
Textile Museum reveals an incredible conservatory of
pattern and technics, fabrics which are true works of art.
The visit takes you through time – an Egyptian folded
tunic from 2,150 before B-C. – and through space – since
the whole world is represented here. Everything starts
with the discovery of Egyptian clothes and reproductions.
Then, visitors leave towards the East with the wonderful
Byzantine silk, the Buyid silk trade, the Fatimid fabrics,
a collection of rugs, Anatolia and the Othoman Turkey.
With the Far East, we first go to China. The 17th and 18th
centuries experience the blooming of the Indies companies
and the development of patterns decorating porcelain and
silk. Japan, which had been dependant on China for a long
time for the silk production, develops a particular style: the
kakemono, the tsuzure, dresses of theater and the fukusa.
The course devoted to Europe points out the importance of
Islamic invasion of the 8th century in Spain, the influence of
Sicily, the development of industry during the Renaissance
or the art of the embroidery. Of course, the Lyon silk has
been given special attention. You can discover creations of
classical authors – Pillement, Philippe de Lasalle, Dugourc
– until the contemporary period illustrated by Raoul Dufy or
Sonia Delaunay. All in all, a visit full of wonder and beautiful
surprises for all the family member.
w Museum of Decorative arts, also born in the middle
of the 19th century, is set up in the hotel of Lacroix-Laval,
built by Soufflot in 1739. Its visit is crucial to discover
superb original rooms among a stunning collection thanks
to its quality and its wealth. The important collection of
Italian majolica reveals an incredible bloom of forms and
colours. As for the furniture, from the Renaissance to the
early 19th century, the largest cabinetmakers are present:
Oeben, Roussel, Dubois, Chop, Mondon, Canabas or Durand.
We continue with tapestries from the 15th to the 18th
century, Rhenish, Flemish, Florentine and French. Then,
we hang about on a set of model, on the history of the
clock in all its forms and styles. Lastly, in the goldsmithery
room: you can see there old, Parisian and Provincial pieces,
but also an interesting shutter devoted to contemporary
goldsmithery. Note that one Tuesday per month, some doors
of furniture are exceptionally ajar, revealing hidden secrets.
A rich, dazzling visit, collections that will make you dizzy.
w Visits for children: for the 2-4 years, the museum
offers an Museum Awakening (3rd Sunday of the month
from 10.15 am to 11.15 am) accompanied by a visual artist
who, through ludic and creative exchanges, awakens all the
senses of children and parents. For those who are between
4-6 years, a museum afternoon is offered. After a short visit
of the collections in search of inspiration, everyone creates
an original work at the workshop. Idem for the older, from
7 to 12 years old, with an artistic workshop. From 7 years
to teenagers, the museum offers sewing classes and even

training courses to enter the profession of designer and
modeller. Lastly, it’s possible to celebrate your birthday at
the museum, from the age of 2 years... and without upper
limits! For young people and teenagers, the festival can take
the form of a tale, a creative workshop, a treasure hunt in
the collections, or a visit in period costumes. For adults, a
guided tour reveals the hidden treasures of the MTMAD, an
art workshop offers a work after a short visit of the MTMAD

 LA MAISON DES CANUTS
10-12, rue d’Ivry (4e)
& +33 (0)4 78 28 62 04
www.maisondescanuts.com
mdc@maisondescanuts.fr
Open Monday to Saturday from 10 am to 6: 30 pm. Individual
visits at 11 am and 3: 30 pm. Visits on appointment for groups
of more than 10 people and pupils. Rates: E6.50/adults,
E3.50 /scholars and students. Free for under 11-years-old.
Maison des Canuts + Croix-Rousse Traboules visit: E11/
adults, E6/scholars and students.
The spirit of Lyon is not in the bouchon, nor even in the
Old Lyon. To find it, you need to go up to Croix-Rousse, on
the “hill that works” and visit Maison des Canuts. Everyone
knows the Canuts, popularised by the emblematic character
of Guignol, and yet few people can explain who they really
are, the time when they lived, the work they did. So, if
there’s a visit you should not miss in Lyon, it is well that
of Maison des Canuts in Croix-Rousse. Not only to learn
about the history of the Canuts and more generally the
history of the Lyonese silk, but also to vibrate with the
evocation of the living conditions of these silk workers
who were at the origin of the first worker revolts in the
early 19th century with their famous motto: “Live free
working or die fighting”. It was in 1970 that Maison des
Canuts, designed by Lucien Berger and now become “Centre
d’Interprétation du Patrimoine”, opened its doors to the
public in a historical building that was the headquarters
of the Syndicat des Ouvriers Tisseurs et Similaires (Weavers
and other profession trade union) to present the history,
the life, the work and the Canuts’ tools. In a perfectly
arranged setting, – with work done this summer on the
facade and in the shop – guided by charming people
passionate about their subjects, the visitor discovers the
great adventure of the five centuries of Lyonnais silk fabric
production. Futé recommends you to make the guided
tours in order to discover the invention of Jacquard with
a demonstration of weaving on a backstrap loom, the
history and the silk road path, but also what the Canuts,
through their social struggles, have brought to the working
world. Futé recommends also the visits that enable you
to be in the footsteps of the Canuts through the CroixRousse’s traboules. Tailor-made tours for the whole family,
dealing with technical, historical (like Resistance), social,
cultural… “Du Papillon au tissu” is especially meant for
children to discover in a playful and interactive way the
universe of silk and weaving. Interesting visits to explore
Lyon and the Canuts differently. At the shop (see our
Fashion – Accessories section), beautiful pieces of silk
allow you to bring back a pretty and authentic souvenir
of Croix-Rousse. You can book your tickets online for all
individual visits. Maison des Canuts, the visit which opens
you the spirit and the heart of Lyon.

MUSEUMS

 MUSÉE DES AUTOMATES
100, rue Saint-Georges (5e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 75 28
www.automates-ema.com
By metro: Line D – Vieux-Lyon Station – By bus:
C20, C20E and 31 lines – “St Georges” stop

on

Open all year. Every day from 2pm to 6pm (last visit at
5.15pm). Closed on May 1st and on December 25th and
Monday September 19th, 2016. Adult: E7. Child (from 3 to
18 years old): E5. Holiday voucher. Tourisme & Handicap
label. Children reception. Guided tour. Shop.
This Saint-Georges district, in Vieux Lyon, offers many
surprises for those who are curious. The Automatons
Museum is amazing and presents in a “historic” place
(it is in 1946 that was created a workshop of electromechanical automatons for the entertainment of windows
by the Ema family) a very “living” collection, in any case,
lively, of 250 automatons staged through twenty very
realistic paintings, including this “Farm labour from Millet’s
paintings” or the Silk Workers from Croix-Rousse in the
activity, but also the inevitable Guignol or the fictional
universe of great writers, including Victor Hugo or Jules
Verne. A visit to share with your family for the delight of all.
© VINCENT FORMICA

 BASILIQUE NOTRE-DAME DE FOURVIÈRE
8, place de Fourvière (5e)
& +33 (0)4 78 25 13 01
www.fourviere.org
info@fourviere.org

Visits from June to September, every day at 2.30pm and
4pm; in April, May and October, Wednesday and Sunday at
2.30pm and 4pm; in November, Wednesday and Sunday at
2.30pm and 3.30pm. Adult: E5. Children (up to 12 years):
E3. Duration: 1h15. The appointment is scheduled in front
of the south-western tower of the basilica.
Thus an unusual visit starts, allowing you to discover the
roofs for the very least convoluted of the basilica, a gallery
of angels, its large gallery, its framework, its chime and
its 23 bells, and finally the terrace Saint-Michel, a dream
balcony with exceptional views. This air walk gives some
thrills, but offer a wide view of the city... that you almost
forget that you are on the roofs. The guide is unique for
telling the stories that marked the construction. Not to miss.

DISCOVERING THE CITY

 L’ANTIQUAILLE
49, Antiquaille
Espace Culturel du Christianisme à Lyon (5e)
& 09 72 41 14 98
www.antiquaille.fr
contact@antiquaille.fr
Open Wednesday to Saturday from 10am to 6pm; Sunday
from 2pm to 6pm. Free for under 6-year-olds. Adult: E7.
Child (from 6 to 18 years old): E4.
Lyon and Christianity, a long history that dates back to
the 1st and 2nd century ad, while the capital of the Gauls
houses a large Christian community. It is in 177 that the
Christians of Lugdunum are martyred by Romans. Among
the martyrs, whose names are written on the crypt of the
Antiquaille, you will remember the names of saint Pothin,
first bishop of Lyon, whose probable and disastrous keep
was transformed into a place of worship by pope Pius
VII before becoming a chapel to accommodate many
pilgrims. Its somewhat strange name, Antiquaille owes it
to Pierre Sala who, wishing to build a “field house”, in the
16th century, brought the Gallo-Roman remains of this
exceptional site up to date. But it was only in the early
2000’s that the site of Antiquaille, often put at risk, see a
project “Area of Christianity in Lyon” applied to enhance
history. After an important restoration work, visitors can
now discover in a lively way the history of Christianity in
Lyon, using in an incredible setting all modern techniques
(film screenings, video, iconography…). Around the cloister,
there are 15 rooms which give us the keys of a 20 centuries
old history. A lively course through the history of Christianity,
to Saint Pothin’s keep and the famous crypt of mosaics with
the names of the martyrs. A unique site that makes us travel
in time, but that can have very contemporary resonances
on the cruelty of men facing the religion.
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Interior of the Fourvière basilica
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MUSÉE GALLO-ROMAIN
DE LYON-FOURVIÈRE
17, rue Cléberg (5e)
& +33 (0)4 72 38 49 30
www.museegalloromain.grandlyon.com
gallo-romain.musee@grandlyon.com
Open from Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 6pm. Annual
closing: see the website. Free until 18 years old. Adult: 4 E.
Reduced rate: 2.50 E. Free audioguide: French, German,
English, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese,
Russian and children from 7 years old.
Lyon is a time machine. From the old Renaissance town
on the banks of Saône, we are on the heights of Fourvière
at the very origins of our Gallo-Roman civilisation. In the
footsteps of a world, including Lyon -Lugdunum- was one
of the largest and most beautiful capitals, it’s a magnificent museum, a real time spiral and an archaeological site
consisting of two major monuments (one of the oldest
theatre in Gaul and one of the most luxurious odeon of
the Roman Empire, both classified as UNESCO World
Heritage) that you should visit. An amazing and buried
museum that has managed to “blend” into the landscape
thanks to Bernard Zehrfuss’s bold architecture. A setting
integrated into the hill to show, not through traditional
halls but rather open spaces along a spiral ramp, one of
the richest archaeological collections in France: exceptional mosaics, sculptures, jewels, ceramics, an enigmatic
calendar and the priceless Lyon Tablet, bronze transcript
of the speech given by the emperor Claudius in favour of
public figures from Gaul in front of the Roman Senate.
“Living” objects that tell the story of the Roman colony
of Lugdunum, future Lyon, founded in 43 B.C by a certain
Lucius Munatius Plancus. A city that has experienced a
boom in the course of time and set up forum, theatres
and temples. Petit Futé suggests a foretaste of the visit
by viewing the website of the web-series museum “Once
upon a time Gaul”, each episode (5 to date) showing the
story of a work exhibited at the museum.

 MUSÉE MINIATURE ET CINÉMA
Maison des Avocats
60, rue Saint-Jean (5e)
& +33 (0)4 72 00 24 77
www.museeminiatureetcinema.fr
contact@museeminiatureetcinema.fr
Open from Monday to Friday from 10h to 18h30; during the
weekend and public holidays from 10h to 19h. Opened till
19h in the week during school holidays. Closed on December
25th and January 1st. Free until 4 years. Adult: 9 E. Child
(from 4 to 15 years old): 6,50 E. Senior: 8 E. Reduced price:
6,50 E (students, job-seekers, disabled people). Price for
“large family”: 8 E/adult, 5 E/child.
While strolling in the Vieux Lyon, Lyon inhabitants as
well as tourists come there, have the feeling of being
transported into a movie set or to feel very little next to
the greatness of this spectacular setting. A feeling to be
confirmed while visiting the most extraordinary museum
in Lyon, Dan Ohlmann’s work: the Musée Miniature et
Cinéma. Set up in one of the most beautiful Renaissance
House in the Vieux Lyon, the Maison des Avocats, magnificient building from the 16th century with its gallery
overlooking a Tuscan’s spirit courtyard, this Museum

will delight the whole family not only thanks to its
beauty and the wealth of its collection but also to a
very “sensational” (normal for cinema) staging. It is not
one then but two museums the visitors can visit in this
incredible place. You should start with the miniatures. Each
“piece” opens the doors to a hyperrealistic world to scale
of 1/12°. The very small becomes very big thanks to the
precision, the details fastidiousness and Dan Ohlmann’s
creativity, a model and decors in general enthusiast.
Visitors feel like giants observing this living worlds striking
with truth. From the library to the dormitory, from the
prison to the Bouchon lyonnais, from the barber to the
theater, from the workshop of silk worker to the zen
temple, the show is captivating. Several rooms present
many other masterpieces of dexterity: engraved eggs,
origamis, carved matches, micro-cut papers, cabinet
work or stringed-instrument trade, objects you have to
examine with a magnifying glass in order not to miss a
detail. In the Musée du Cinéma, visitors enter the decor
and can even go to the other side to better understand
special effects we all dream about. This museum exhibits
a collection very unique in Europe with not less than
350 authentic certified objects (there are not copies but
originals) coming from shootings of classic movies such
as Batman, Gremlins, Independence Day, Robocop, Jurassic
Park with a tyrannosaurus chest, Stuart Little’s figurine or
the impressive and unmissable Queen Aliens. Costumes
from different movies and original full-size decors from
the movie Perfume: The Story of a Murderer. Very little
and very big during an unmissable and fascinating visit
for the whole family. Petit Futé loves it.

 MUSÉES GADAGNE
1, place du Petit-Collège (5e)
& +33 (0)4 78 42 03 61
www.gadagne.musees.lyon.fr
gadagne@mairie-lyon.fr
Bus C3, C14, 19.31 - Metro: line D,
Vieux Lyon station

om

Open all year. Closed on January 1st, Easter Sunday, on
May 1st, on July 14th and on December 25th. Wednesday
to Sunday from 11am to 6.30pm. Free for under 26-yearolds. Adult: E6 (E8 for the 2 museums). Reduced rates:
E4 (E6 for the 2 museums). Free Audioguide for the
2 museums. Access to people in wheelchair: 14 rue de
Gadagne – dog accepted guide. Guided tour. Catering
facilities. Shop.
You can discover the heart of Lyon by visiting Gadagne.
Fascinating tour of the finest and largest Renaissance
architectural complex in the city, which has two museums
offering an insight of the city and its spirit: Lyon history
museum and Musée des Marionnettes du Monde. From
the outside, you hardly imagine all the treasures contained
in this Renaissance building, a complex which complete
renovation required 10 years of work. A few stairs, a porch
and the inner courtyard is open to amaze us. First revelation
where visitors who enjoy the beauty of the many elements
of an exceptional residence of the 16th century, owned
by powerful Florentine bankers, the Gadagne family.
The reception area is an invitation to visit, and if you can
choose to go up to the top floor of the building, with free
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 MUSÉE D’ART CONTEMPORAIN – MAC
Cité Internationale
81, quai Charles-de-Gaulle (6e)
& +33 (0)4 72 69 17 17
www.mac-lyon.com – info@mac-lyon.com
TCL bus C1, 4, 58 lines: Musée d’art

on

Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Open
Wednesday to Sunday from 11am to 6pm. Between each
temporary exhibition, the museum closes for the preparation
and the assembly of the new exhibitions. Adult: E6. Reduced
E4.
In the heart of the Cité Internationale is located a Museum
of Contemporary Art accessible to all audiences featuring
interesting exhibitions. An entirely adaptable place
depending on the exhibitions and specific requirements
of artists. Thus, the walls of this museum truly move
around the works and adapt to all the circumstances!
On the three floors of exhibits, the walls are completely
removable and soft lighting is adjustable. The contemporary collection of the museum is never entirely exhibited,
but through temporary scenes integrated into the general
programme of the exhibitions around specific themes.
Suffice to say that visitors never go twice to the same
museum and contrary to popular thinking, all public
can have great pleasure, even for discovering in another
way the visit of this “open-plan” museum. The exhibition
in progress at the release of this guide will be for the
14th Biennale of Lyon with Les Worlds Flottants until
January 7, 2018.
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 LE PETIT MUSÉE DE GUIGNOL
6, rue Saint-Jean (5e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 01 67
www.musee-de-guignol.fr
contact@musee-de-guignol.fr
Open Tuesday to Sunday from 10.30am to 6.30pm. Shop open
every day. Museum closed on Monday. Closed on December
25th and on January 1st. Adult: E5. Child or student: E3.
Who is the most famous character of Lyon? It is neither
a football player, nor a politician... It is a puppet. But
beware, not just any puppet! The most famous puppet in
the world, created by Laurent Mourguet in the early 19th
century: Guignol. The famous gone of Lyon is part of Lyon
heritage just like the bouchons. And to know more about
its history and discover what happens behind the scene,
Futé advises you to enter in the Cardelli Disagn shop, in
the heart of Vieux-Lyon. A shop that has invited you to
bring back the most beautiful souvenirs of our city for more
than 40 years and which has also offered for twenty years
a Petit Musée de Guignol. A real audio-guided museum
with explanations provided in 5 languages (French, English,
Spanish, Italian and Japanese – there will be Chinese and
Russian before the end of the year) to discover the secrets
of Guignol’s lively world. In the two rooms on two floors,
you can discover in a fun way the colourful characters, their

production, their voice through extracts of “pestacles”,
without forgetting some expressions of the Lyon speech.
A visit of about 30 minutes, both instructive and pleasant
for children and adults.

© MUSÉE GALLO-ROMAINS DE LYON

access, enjoy the Gadagne café and its shady terrace, do
not miss to visit the museum complex that will interest
Lyon natives as well as all those who want to discover a
city with an incredibly rich heritage (see boxed text). Futé
also recommends that you attend one of the guided tours
of the Gadagne complex, 2000 years of history synthesis
(1 Sunday per month at 5: 30 pm – E3 + entrance to
the 2 museums) and see the temporary exhibitions. Smart
tours to enter the heart of Lyon.
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Gallo-romain museum of Fourvière.
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MUSEUMS
 CENTRE D’HISTOIRE DE LA RÉSISTANCE
ET DE LA DÉPORTATION
14, avenue Berthelot (7e) & +33 (0)4 78 72 23 11
www.chrd.lyon.fr
chrd@mairie-lyon.fr
Ticket office closes at 5.30pm. Closed during public holidays,
except on May 8th. Open Wednesday to Sunday from 10am
to 6pm. Free for under 18-year-olds. Permanent exhibition:
E4. Temporary exhibition: E5.
This museum, renovated last year, is set up in the former
military medical school occupied by the Gestapo. Between
1943 and 1944, Klaus Barbie had his offices there. The
basements were converted in cells and torture chambers. It
is only nearly half a century that Klaus Barbie finally justified
his action to the criminal court of the Rhône. During his
trial, from 11th May to 4th July 1987, Elie Wiesel testified.
Five years later, the American literary man opened this
museum. Pieces of his collections recall the Deportation
and Resistance, especially in its Lyon context. They benefited
from a new presentation during the reopening of this place
of memory and of history.
 LE MUSÉE AFRICAIN
150, cours Gambetta (7e)
& +33 (0)4 78 61 60 98
www.musee-africain-lyon.org
info@musee-africain-lyon.org
Closed on May 1st, in August, from December 24th to
December 25th and from December 31st to January 1st.
Open Tuesday to Friday from 11am to 6pm; the weekend
from 2pm to 6pm. Adult: E8 (guided tour). Child (from 3 to
14 years old): E2. High school students and students: E4.
Guided tours by appointment for groups.
We known it a little, but Africa has its house in Lyon! Africa,
a remote and wild land that we, Western people, look at
it with stereotype and ignorance, largely deserves that
we discover its people, their cultures, their customs, their
stories, to widen our horizons blocked by our prejudices.
The African Museum, founded in 1863 by the “Society of
African Missions” exhibits in a magical setting a collection of
objects which richness is above suspicion. Craft works of a
shivering beauty, telling us the daily life, the social life and
the religious life of the West African countries and the gulf
of Guinea. On three floors and nearly 750 m² of exhibition,
you will discover beautiful objects, statuettes, jewellery,
pottery, fabrics, masks which tell a story, and always mean
something specific that is carefully explained to us. At the
African Museum, the spectators entirely participates in
understanding the surrounding world. African people are
closer to a part of their roots, Lyon inhabitants and other
visitors go on another world. More than a simple visit, the
African Museum invites us for a journey.
 MUSÉE LUMIÈRE
25, rue du Premier-Film (8e)
& +33 (0)4 78 78 18 95
www.institut-lumiere.org
Closed on January 1st, on May 1st and on December 25th.
Open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 6.30pm. Annual
closing: December 25th, January 1st and May 1st. Exceptional
opening every public holiday, including Holiday Mondays.
Free for under 7-year-olds. Adult: E6.50 (reduced: E5.50).
Group (7 people): E5. Large family (upon presentation of
the card): E5.

The very first public projection of the Lumière Brothers’
cinematograph did not take place in Lyon (it was in Paris...),
but a wonderful device that was going to revolutionise the
world was invented here in 1895! In a place full of stories,
visitors are carried away to discover a unique collection,
acquired by Lyon in 2003, in a truly staged museography.
Louis and Auguste Lumière were not only genious inventors,
they were also artists in search of new modes of expression.
It’s undoubtedly why this museum setup in the floors of
“Château Lumière”, this building that is worth visit on its
own, is not presented on a chronological way, but on a
creative way where the various achievements of the two
brothers are followed. Except the famous n° 1 device, you
can also admire an astonishing photorama, the same as
the one projected in 1901, in the port of Marseille. A travel
in time and in spirit. Don’t miss the shop, with some small
jewels to enrich your film library. A unique and magical
place where a large part of our current world made of
images was born.

 MUSÉE URBAIN TONY GARNIER
4, rue des Serpollières (8e) & +33 (0)4 78 75 16 75
www.museeurbaintonygarnier.com

onlm

Open all year. Closed Sunday, Monday and public holidays.
Guided tours of the model apartment from the 1930’s, Tuesday
to Friday at 4.30pm, Saturday at 2.30pm and 4.30pm.
Discovery course, Saturday at 2.30pm. Adult: E8. Reduced
E6. Guided tour (1h15/1h45): rental of the audioguide during
the opening hours of the space of reception and exhibition.
Rate: E5. Tourisme & Handicap label.
A different museum to see the city and its architecture
differently. To quote a famous slogan “Who does not
know Tony Garnier is not a Lyon inhabitant”. In fact, this
architect, town planner of “hygienist” movement, has
largely contributed to the construction of the Etats-Unis
district in the Twenties and Thirties in order to make the
blue-collar workers of the time leave their “slums” and
profit from decent housings. Thus, Tony Garnier is the
creator of HBM (Habitations Bon Marché [cheap house]),
precursors of the famous HLM (Rent-controlled housing).
This museum, part of the Only Lyon tour and labelled by the
World decade for cultural development, came to life thanks
to the inhabitants of the district who, joined together in
association, wanted to pay tribute to Tony Gargnier’s work.
The standard visit of the museum consists of several times
outside and inside with the open-air visit of the Cité Tony
Garnier, decorated with famous wall paintings representing
works of the town planner or the “ideal city” by other artists,
all of that is accompanied by a guide or an audio-guide in
several languages; the visit of a model apartment, realistic
reconstitution; the visit of the museum in itself that shelters
an important documentary resources on the work of the
architect and the temporary exhibitions. It is possible to
visit the Gerland stadium, a work also carried out by Tony
Garnier and it is not widely known that it is listed as Historic
monument. A visit accessible to everyone.

 LE MUSEE DES SAPEURS-POMPIERS
(MUSÉE DE FRANCE)
358, avenue de Champagne (9e)
& +33 (0)4 72 17 54 54
www.museepompiers.com
musee.sp.lyon@orange.fr

MUSEUMS
Open Wednesday to Friday from 9am to 12pm and from 2pm
to 5pm. Open the first weekend of each month, Saturday and
Sunday, from 2pm to 5pm. Free for under 18-year-olds. Adult:
E6. Reduced rate: E3 (personal of the SDIS, students).
Among the unusual visits that you can do in Lyon, the
Museum of Firefighters offers, through its splendid collections, a sight that will be appreciated by all the family.
Because which one of us did not once dream of becoming
a firefighter and get in one of these red vehicles to save
lives! Set in a space in renovation to better exhibit its rich
collections, this Museum allows you to see the evolution of
the equipment used by firefighters: automobile equipment
of course, a hundred vehicles, the fire engines, the oldest
dating back to 1732, clothes, with exceptional pieces,
including a collection of 1,800 helmets, one of the largest in
the world, but also the flags reminding us the history of the
Fire Brigade of Lyon or, moving passage, the helmets of the
victims of the Feyzin tragedy. An exciting and informative
visit to do with your family or a group of friends.

 LA DEMEURE DU CHAOS
Domaine de la Source
SAINT-ROMAIN-AU-MONT-D’OR
& +33 (0)4 78 22 00 00
www.organe.org
contact@demeureduchaos.org
Low season: open on the weekend and public holidays from
2 pm to 5 pm. High season: on the weekend and public
holidays from 2: 30 pm to 6: 30 pm. High season from April
to September. Free.
In a formatted world, there are still spaces of freedom. In a
world too often frozen, La Demeure du Chaos, a museum of
contemporary Art, is a space in motion, evolving to meet the
creations that make it up in a whole that regroups no less
than 5,400 unpublished works of art. In 1999, in the small
village of Saint-Romain-au-Mont-d’Or until then sleeping
(and some inhabitants still do not accept the transformation

 INSTITUT D’ART CONTEMPORAIN
11, rue Docteur-Dolard
VILLEURBANNE
& +33 (0)4 78 03 47 00
www.i-ac.eu
publics@i-ac.eu
Closed on January 1st, on May 1st and on December 25th.
Open Wednesday through Friday from 2pm to 6pm; Every
weekend from 1pm to 7pm. Tuesday through Friday from
9am to 6pm for groups and upon registration. Free for under
18-year-olds. Adult: E6. Reduced rate: E4. Bookstore
specialised in contemporary art accessible during the opening
hours of the exhibitions.
A creation and research tool for contemporary art, Institut
d’Art Contemporain develops exhibitions and meetings
combined with the creation of a collection of internationally-recognised works. In a constantly renewed space,
the Institute produces four periods of annual exhibitions,
they are composed of simultaneous projects of an unprecedented nature. Today, the collection of Institut d’Art
Contemporain represents one of the most important
French public collections. Composed of 1,600 works
from nationally and internationally renowned artists,
the collection is open to all forms of artistic expression
(painting, photography, video, installation, sculpture…)
and includes artists who became “historic” (Alighiero
Boetti, Daniel Buren, Jimmie Durham, Dan Graham,
Rodney Graham, On Kawara, Gerhard Richter, Martha
Rosler, Jeff Wall, Lawrence Weiner…) as well as artists
whose career is booming. Mainly with its collection, the
Institute pursues its research and awareness-raising
activities outside its walls. This is disseminated throughout
the Rhône-Alpes region and beyond. The Institute has to
test out the possibilities of its collection, in collaboration
with many partner structures, thereby strengthening
the network of contemporary art in Rhône-Alpes and
creating privileged links with international institutions.

DISCOVERING THE CITY

 MUSÉE HENRI MALARTRE DE L’AUTOMOBILE
645, rue du Musée
ROCHETAILLÉE-SUR-SAÔNE
& +33 (0)4 78 22 18 80
www.musee-malartre.com
musee-malartre@mairie-lyon.fr
Open Tuesday through Sunday from 9am to 6pm. In July and
August, open from 10am to 7pm. The ticket office closes 1am
before the museum. Guided tours every Saturday at 2.30pm.
Free for under 18-year-olds. Adult: E6. Reduced rate: E4.
Admittedly, you are not yet completely in Ain, but as the
road passes close from Lyon, so stop there. Especially since
the collection assembled by the founder, Henri Malartre,
resistance fighter and deported, died at the age of 99, is
certainly one of the most prestigious car collections in
Europe. About twenty pieces are even unique in the world
and all major brands are represented there. A hundred cars
from 1892 to the present day, some of which have belonged
to famous figures: Hitler’s Mercedes, the Renault Epace of
John Paul II… A large majority of vehicles are in working
condition. Some are involved in hiking or demonstrations
of old vehicles in France or abroad, with the museum’s
purpose is to restore, maintain and enhance the most
interesting and the most significant vehicles of motoring
heritage. Two-wheelers also have the right of citizenship
as well as some public transport vehicles.

of the Residence), Thierry Ehrmann, a visionary plastic artist,
created L’Organe that became La Demeure du Chaos in
2006, a museum of contemporary art, entirely free, open
to all audiences. A place entirely apart, certainly unique in
the world, which calls upon its approach with numerous
ironic, prophetic, esoteric and alchemical inscriptions on
the walls. A fantastic and hyper-realistic universe that
extends around at La Demeure where over 5,400 works
of all kinds are exhibited: sculpture, painting, engraving,
installation… L’Organe is a living matter and the museum
in perpetual evolution. If the first visit is a revelation, the
following are just as much with the discovery of new works
that appear regularly. Works including some that have
become totally shocking “ classics ”, such as Ash bearers,
the famous Vanitas, the Bunker, the 99 alchemical sentinels
or Ground Zero, monumental sculpture of crude steel and
concrete reminiscent of the world of 11 September 2001,
another starting point for the works of La Demeure du
Chaos. A museum path of 9,000 m2 to discover as you see
fit, even on a virtual visit on the website or the Facebook
page of the La Demeure du ChaosMuseum of Contemporary
Art. Beauty/ugliness, violence/peace, order/disorder, the
contrasts are striking and this residence obliges us to
react to our world, faced with our indifference, faced with
ourselves. An authentic museum that plays its role in our
emerging century.
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ART GALLERIES

Art Galleries
 LE BLEU DU CIEL
12, rue des Fantasques (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 07 84 31
www.lebleuduciel.net
infos@lebleuduciel.net
Open Wednesday through Saturday from 2.30pm to 7pm.
A magical place to be discovered immediately by photo
enthusiasts. This gallery established by Gilles Verneret,
an exceptional photographer and untiring promoter of
his art, celebrates its ten years this year and there’s no
shortage of works. A place where the imaginary goes with
the stereotypes’ rhythm that we would readily qualify as
humanist. Yes, there is a deep humanity in these faces,
these bodies; an emotion that is translucent through
paper. Gilles Verneret is also the instigator of “Lyon
Septembre de la photographie”, a major event in the field.
 GALERIE LE RÉVERBÈRE
38, rue Burdeau (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 00 06 72
www.galerielereverbere.com
galerie-le-reverbis@wanadoo.fr
Open Wednesday to Saturday from 2pm to 7pm. Upon an
appointment apart from this schedule.
Implemented by Catherine Dérioz and Jacques Damez,
Galerie Le Réverbère offers a contemporary, sharp and
demanding look on an art still unknown in France, photography. For over 35 years, the two creators of this reference
area, two pioneers in the field, support and showcase
photographers working on pictures, manipulating them
to give us another vision of reality. On the walls, the
photos give you food for thought, allow you to experience
a journey, and take you to explore other worlds through
other eyes. On a regular basis, new exhibitions share with
us a certain vision of the world thanks to contemporary
artists. Thanks to Réverbère for highlighting a major art
of our time.
 CARRÉ D’ARTISTES – L’EXPO
37, rue de Brest (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 41 33
www.fr.carredartistes.com
Open on Monday from 2pm to 7pm; Tuesday to Saturday
from 10am to 7pm.
According to an idea of Carré d’Artistes, located within
walking distance under Passage de l’Argue, here is the
Expo. A gallery dedicated to large sized artworks for our
greatest pleasure. You need to have walls to showcase
these splendid contemporary works... But you will go
to the place for beautiful works by Aberlado Hernandez,
Adrien Faveau, Daniel Castan, Julien Rey, Natalia Villanueva
or Perrotte… Regularly renewed artists to make discoveries
during each visit.

 YELLOW KORNER
69, passage de l’Argue (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 61 13 47
www.yellowkorner.com
galerie.lyonargue@yellowkorner.com
Open on Monday from 2pm to 7pm; Tuesday to Saturday
from 10am to 7pm.
It’s typically the kind of address you discover on the Internet
through a Facebook page or a link posted by a virtual friend
and which you are very happy to see in “real life” to confront
to the image in all its beauty. Especially as in Lyon, you
have twice more good reasons to be happy since there are
two Yellow Korner just for you! Contemporary galleries
where the photographic image is sublimated by print
runs of very top quality under the artists’ supervision.
Because you speak about artists for splendid photographs,
drawn in limited edition, numbered (delivered with their
authenticity certificate). Great contemporary names of
photography, but also new artists with original eyes, such
as the Peruvian Pedro Jarque and his beautiful animals.
Two highly recommended galleries.
 GALERIE VRAIS RÊVES
6, rue Dumenge (4e)
& +33 (0)4 78 30 65 42
www.vraisreves.com
galerie@vraisreves.com
Open Wednesday to Saturday from 3pm to 7pm. And by
appointment.
This associative gallery created in 1980, obstinately defends
known or unknown contemporary photographers, chosen
for their capacity of anchoring their work in reality, while
distorting it. The exhibitions follow one another at the
rhythm of 6 per a year (5 collective or individual and a “carte
blanche” exhibition). For penniless enthusiasts, a system
of works’ loan, Artohèque for a membership fee of E50,
has been implemented for the association members. For
the others, you can buy original contemporary pictures.
A true dream we advise you to join.
 L’ATELIER DES OMBRES
15, rue Saint-Georges (5e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 59 80
www.atelierdesombres.com
atelierdesombres@club-intenet.fr
Open Tuesday to Friday from 2pm to 6pm; Saturday from
3pm to 7pm.
Dedicated to painting, this Saint-George gallery doubles
up as a workshop open in the afternoon, for children
from 5 years, teenagers and adults, without lacking of
novelties this year, evening classes one Thursday per
month. Sylvie Cochet limits to 6 the size of the groups,
which leaves to all the lucky ones any latitude to explore

RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS
freely different techniques – oil, watercolour, acrylic
– with a quality educational support. Original works, a
creation in perpetual motion, a game in relation with the
imagination for a place full of life.

 LE BOIS DEBOUT
34, rue Saint-Jean (5e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 93 17
www.leboisdebout.com
Open every day from 10am to 7pm.
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Since 1995, more than 20 years ago, Le Bois Debout has
been welcoming us in the heart of the old neighbourhood
of Saint-Jean. In this space dedicated to engraving and
prints, we discover an impressive choice, at all prices, in
many areas: fashion plates, contemporary, medicine,
decoration, fruit, botanical (our favourites), Japanese
prints, lithographs, but also antique and modern drawings.
Fortunately, everything is classified by theme in a perfectlymaintained shop where the reception is always kind. Ideal
for an original and unique gift.

Religious Buildings
Open every day from 7am to 7pm. Several types of visits
are proposed, discovery or thematic, spiritual or historic
tours. Tourisme & Handicap label. Guided tour (donation
advised from E4).
Built by subscription, the basilica of Fourvière meets the
commitment of the archbishop Monsignor Genouilhac who
promised to have a church built if, during the 1870 war,
the enemy did not approach the city. It was built between
1872 and 1896. The architecture is astonishing: crenellated
walls with machicolations, octagonal towers... it is a
strange mixture of medieval and Byzantine elements. The
main façade is decorated with sculptures, some of them

are unfinished. The interior is also surprising: the decor is
particularly lavish and even the Catholics were shocked
by this abundance of gold, stones, mosaics. The chapel of
pilgrimage, which is next to the basilica dates back to the
18th century and hosts a miraculous Virgin of the 16th.
The esplanade provides views of the massifs of Bugey, the
Chartreuse and the Vercors. And why not take a look at the
roofs of the basilica... unusual but very interesting! The
brave can climb the 287 steps leading to the observatory
with a viewpoint indicator, thus they will have a view of
the Pilat, the Mont du Lyonnais and the Mont d’Or. As you
leave the esplanade, you can either take the bridge of Parc
des Hauteurs, or climb down the stairs on the right of the
orientation table; the paths of the garden of Les Rosaires
lead to Montée Saint-Barthélémy, from there, you enter
rue de l’Antiquaille and you reach the archeological park
of Fourvière.
© PROCHASSON FREDERIC – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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 BASILIQUE NOTRE-DAME DE FOURVIÈRE
8, place de Fourvière (5e)
& +33 (0)4 78 25 13 01
www.fourviere.org – info@fourviere.org

View of Lyon from the basilica of Notre Dame de Fourvière.
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RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS
 PRIMATIALE SAINT-JEAN-BAPTISTE
70, rue Saint-Jean (5e)
& +33 (0)4 78 54 76 21
www.cathedrale-lyon.cef.fr
cathedrale@cathedrale-lyon.cef.fr
Closed on January 1st in the morning. No visits during
services. Open every day from 8.15am to 12: 05pm and from
1.45pm to 7.30pm; Every weekend until 7pm.
Primatiale des Gaules, a home of the church of France, the
Saint-Jean-Baptiste-Saint-Etienne cathedral is located on
the banks of the Saône, facing the hill of Fourvière, in the
neighbourhood to which it gave its name: Saint-Jean. The
first Christians, gathered around Saint Pothin and Saint
Irénée in the 2nd century, built a church in the same
perimeter from the 5th century. The construction of the
Manécanterie, one of the oldest buildings in Lyon began
at the end of the 11th century. The cathedral was built step
by step between 1165 and 1481. In the meantime, the
cathedral welcomes two councils (1245 and 1274) and the
coronation of Pope John XXII (1316). With its Romanesque
choir and Gothic naves, the cathedral shows how much
Lyon stands at a crossroads, in the centre of all influences.
If the interior is outstanding, so is the facade, decorated
with a series of 300 medallions inspired by the Old and
the New Testament or the medieval bestiary. In 1379, an
astronomical clock, one of the oldest in Europe, was set
in the cathedral. In the early 16th century, Chapelle des
Bourbons was built in the flamboyant Gothic style. On 13th
of December 1600, the cathedral received the wedding of
Henri IV and Marie de Médicis. The façade was restored
in 1982 and 2011, while important restoration works of
the choir were carried out in order to restore the radiance
of this Lyon jewel.

© PIERRE-JEAN DURIEU / SHUTTERSTUCK.COM

 LA GRANDE MOSQUEE DE LYON
146, boulevard Pinel (8e)
& +33 (0)4 78 76 00 23
www.mosquee-lyon.org
contact@mosquee-lyon.org
Visits of the Grande Mosquée authorised every day, except on
Friday, from 9am to 12pm and from 4pm to 5pm.

Park of Tête d’Or.

Of course, everyone knows Fourvière and visits the Lyon
churches, but who will have the sane curiosity to visit the
great mosque of Lyon, the sixth of France, inaugurated
in 1994 after many adventures. A mosque far from some
clichés and inspiring beautiful modernity of the Islam. Of
course, you take off your shoes and you follow the guide
who explains you the unknown rites of this religion.
A Futé visit to know a religion better, but also a flourishing
culture and arts.

 LORETTE, LA MAISON DE PAULINE JARICOT
42 bis, montée Saint-Barthélemy
& +33 (0)4 72 38 41 00
lorette@opm-cm.org
Access by Montée des Chazeaux or through Funiculaire de
Fourvière and Jardins du Rosaire. Opening every day from
9.30am to 12pm and 2pm at 6pm (weekly closing every
Tuesday). Free admission. Guided tour in 5 languages.
Pauline-Marie Jaricot was born in a large, Catholic royalist
family. Badly affected by the death of his mother in 1814,
Pauline-Marie Jaricot decided to devote her life to Christ.
His brother Philéas, who became a priest, told her that
Paris Foreign Missions Society had financial concerns. She
then decided, together with her group of Réparatrices du
cœur de Jésus méconnu et méprisé, to set up a fundraising
system in the form of infinite chain (each person collects a
penny and finds ten people to collect a penny, each of her
people should find in turn ten other people…). Fundraising
is important. The idea was taken up by a male congregation
and, in 1822, the Society for the Propagation of the Faith
was founded, playing a decisive role in financing Catholic
missions in the 19th and 20th centuries. Pauline, away
from her Society, founded the Living Rosary in 1826, a
movement to raise funds to help the poor, and Congrégation
des Filles de Marie, set in her Maison de Lorette. This
Christian laywoman, close to workers and canuts, ended
her life in poverty after her fortune had been swindled.
Her body rests at Saint-Nizier church. Jean XXIII declared
her venerable in 1963, but she remains waiting for her
beatification and canonisation. Her house, Montée du
Chemin Neuf, is listed as a historic monument.

PARKS & GARDENS
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Parks & Gardens

 LE PARC DES HAUTEURS
Colline de Fourvière (5e)
Open every day from 6am to 9.30pm.
Overlooking the Saône and the neighbourhoods of VieuxLyon, this vast set of gardens is flourishing from floor to
floor on the hill of Fourvière. Beautiful itineraries for a walk,
easier when descending and climbing, from the little Eiffel
Tower to the cemetery of Loyasse, the path offers beautiful
surprises. You can also go to the park’s garden, Jardin des
Pivoines, and its impressive mountain bike trail of Piste
de la Sarra where you can also practice downhill skiing
in winter. But our favourite walk takes place at Jardins du
Rosaire which links Saint-Jean to Fourvière where you can
discover beautiful botanical collections of ancient roses.
Charming places to stop on a bench.
 LE PARC DE LA TÊTE D’OR
Parc de la Tête-d’Or (6e)
& +33 (0)4 72 10 30 30
www.loisirs-parcdelatetedor.com
Open every day from April 1st to September 30th, from
6.30am to 10.30pm and from 6.30am to 9pm the rest of
the year. Free admission.
Real lung of Lyon, Parc de la Tête d’or is the largest park
in France in the heart of a city. The estate of Tête d’or has
belonged since the 16th century to the Lambert family,
and its name referred to a mysterious Christ gold head
that would have been buried. In the late 19th century,
senator Vaïsse, prefect and mayor of Lyon, decided to buy

the land in order to offer a green and relaxation area to the
Lyon residents. The drawings of the park are entrusted to
the landscape designers Eugène and Denis Bühler. Soon
the jardin des plantes Croix-Rousse is transferred to Tête
d’or and the zoological garden is created. About a century
later, in 1964, princess Grace of Monaco will inaugurate the
rose garden. The landscaped park of 110 hectares stretches
around a 16-hectare lake supplied by the Rhône. Groves of
trees and flowers decorate the vast lawns, and the winding
paths lead visitors to the botanic garden, to the zoological
garden, the five hectares of rose or wood garden. The
botanical garden, with a 15,000 plants, welcomes in its
glass and iron greenhouses many original specimens. The
large greenhouses contain tropical plants, the aquarium
greenhouse hides the Victoria amazonica, carnivorous
plants are found in the Dutch greenhouse. In the small
warm greenhouses, orchids and ferns live together, while
the small cold greenhouses are the habitat of plants with
horticultural flowers. A park typical of Lyon outings.

 LA BONNE MAISON
99, chemin de Fontanières
LA MULATIÈRE
& +33 (0)4 78 37 38 37
www.labonnemaison.org
contact@labonnemaison.org
From March 1st to June 30th and from September 1st to
October 31st, open from 9.30am to 1pm every day except
Sunday. Open every holiday from 9.30am to 1pm except
Sunday, by appointment. The rest of the year, the visits
are reserved for members. Free for under 18-year-olds.
Adult: E10. For groups, by appointment. Outstanding
Garden label.
In this garden that hides on a hill south of Lyon, roses
abound. On a completely walled hectare, La Bonne
Maison hosts more than 800 varieties of roses along
the terraces that overlook the Saône. Whether you
are on the dirt road, in the garden of yuccas, in the
orchard, the paved alley or the secret garden, some
pergolas receive hoops covered with roses. Clematis,
sometimes reaching more than six metres high, attack
cypresses, Prunus or Judas trees. Large lawns link the
various gardens, resting the eyes a bit dazzled by the
explosion of colours offered by the flowers. In every
season, they develop their fragrant bulbs, their coloured
petals… If Mars is the ideal month to discover narcissus,
tulips, crocus or cyclamen, April is the month of tree
and botanical peonies, as well as roses from China and
Persia. In May, iris, oriental poppies and roses are the
pride of the owner, Odile Masquelier, while June feasts
over long-lived gerania, daylilies, hydrangeas and other
perennials. September and October see the fruits of
ramblers tilting at cyclamen and colchicum.

DISCOVERING THE CITY

 LE JARDIN ROSA MIR MERCADER
87, Grande-Rue de la Croix-Rousse (4e)
www.rosa.mir.free.fr
jardin.rosa.mir@gmail.com
Open from April 1st to October 31st. Visit of the garden,
every Saturday from 2pm to 5.30pm. Free.
Jardin Rosa Mir must be earned. It opens only one day a
week, and not in all seasons. But patience is rewarded as
soon as you have crossed the doors. This extraordinary
place hidden on the Croix-Rousse plateau is the work of
a Spanish mason, Jules Sénis, who arrived in Lyon after
having fled the Franco regime. Cured of throat cancer, he
vowed to build a garden dedicated to his mother, Rosa
Mir. Inspired by the architect Gaudi and Facteur Cheval, it
took him 20 years to create this space of 400 m2 according
to his imagination. Shells, sand roses, stones from around
the world, snail shells dress the columns, obelisks, benches
and other basins. Plants and flowers abound. One of the
most magical sites that Lyon shelters and which inspired
some very good epitaphs. A “must” off the beaten tracks.
Note that after several years of work, the garden gradually
reopened its doors (terrace accessible only this spring).
An exceptional place to urgently rediscover!
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 ZOO DE LYON
Parc de la Tête-d’Or (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 69 47 60
www.zoo.lyon.fr
jardin.zoologique@mairie-lyon.fr
Low season: open every day from 9am to 6pm. High season:
every day from 9am to 6.30pm. In winter closing from
5pm. Free.
Lyon’s zoo covers 8 hectares and has about 450 animals.
A scientific collaboration has gathered them for a long
time at the National Veterinary School of Lyon. In the
heart of the green and urban parc de la Tête d’or, this
zoo is more than 150 years old. Founded in 1858 by a
decision of Senator Vaisse, prefect and mayor of Lyon,
and of the city council on 22 February 1856. Anyway,
originally, the animal park was especially dedicated to
the “the acclimatisation and breeding of useful species”.
It was quite about a farmhouse of pedagogic vocation
with cows, sheep and some wild animals. Twenty deers
were setted there by 1858 and are the origin of the current
herd and a herd of dairy cows for the distribution of milk
to children and the fertilisation of the lawns.
In 1964, a plan was put in place for the renovation of the
zoo with the first major facilities: those for the elephants
(1964), the monkeys (1965), the giraffes (1968), the wild
animals (1975) then the bears in 1994. In 1999, the city
of Lyon leads a basic reflection about a deep renovation
of the Zoo. In 1999, the city of Lyon led a substantive
reflection on a deep renovation of the Zoological Garden.
the preservation of endangered species, the enrichment
of the animals’ living environment, the education and the
information of the public and the scientific research. In
order to improve the living conditions of the animals, the
service of the Zoo progressively rearranges the enclosures.
Thus, in 2002, with the arrival of the spectacled bears, the
bears’ habitat was rehabilitated, and in 2003, it is the turn
of the primaterie. In the wake of this, the city council votes
a new project: the African plain, a landscaped animal area
with around 130 animals (giraffes, Ankole-Watusis, Mrs
Gray’s lechwe, lemurs, pink flamingos, cattle egrets and
whistling duck) which is a true living image conducive to
the amazement of visitors. As member of the EAZA and in

partnership with other zoos in the world, the zoo of Lyon
participates in many breeding programmes and therefore
is committed to the preservation of endangered species
and the preservation of biodiversity.
Today, this new millennium zoo shows its commitment to
awareness and environmental education and the protection
of the biodiversity and attempts to host scientific research
programmes. Therefore, the zoo of Lyon is a unique place
with a unique history, offering the opportunity to commit
yourself to the public awareness of the endangered species.

 LE PARC DE LA TÊTE D’OR
Parc de la Tête-d’Or (6e)
& +33 (0)4 72 10 30 30
www.loisirs-parcdelatetedor.com
From May 1st, 2015 to January 1st, 2019. Jardin remarquable
label.
It is one of the must-visit places in Lyon, where you should
go with your family for a stroll on Sunday after lunch and
to perpetuate the merry-go-round and Guignol traditions,
where you should come as lovers under protective trees,
where you should come for sports exploring the alleys,
where you should have the feeling of being away while
in the full heart of the city. The figures are impressive:
more than 100 ha of surface, a lake of 16 ha, more than
8,000 trees, including remarkable curiosities, thousands
of plants, including 15,000 at the botanic garden, exotic
greenhouses, a renovated zoo, with an affair around
elephants that is fortunately solved, a Guignol’s theater,
a romantic rose garden... All are offered for free to Lyon
inhabitants and to all foreign visitors since the 1860’s.
Despite the large number of visitors in the weekend,
this place remains completely magical and it would be
unthinkable to be a resident of Lyon or to visit the city
without passing through this urban park which seems
out of the world.
 ETANG DE ROSIERES
& +33 (0)4 74 43 19 00
Free access.
Wooded area and arranged on six hectares: relaxation,
fishing, playground, miniatures, fitness trail, walking.
A café-restaurant for a break.
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French Gastronomy
ALBERT
10, place Fernand-Rey (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 27 95 56
Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E30 to E38. Lunch menu: E20. Lunch menu 2 main
courses: E18.
Delicious. This address is simply delicious. Nestled like a
dark purple cherry on place Fernand Rey, Albert is part of
the crucial addresses for those who want to discover the
real face of Lyon (and not the counterfeits intended for
tourists who do not read Petit Futé...) Albert is a feeling of
happiness that extends when spring comes and that you
can benefit of from the terrace which evokes the sea-side.
The rest of the year, the room accommodates us in a
setting that many of Lyon’s bouchons would envy, paying
triubute to cockerels -you can find it everywhere- and
to the Virgin for forgiving us our sins. Because at Albert,
you cannot resist the sin of gluttony! The first delicacy is
the wonderful and smiling welcome by a dream team,
remarkably efficient with the service. Other delicacies
are on your plate. A fine traditional cuisine that honours
the seasonal and quality ingredients. On the lunch menu,
leeks with vinaigrette (with a poached egg and a slice
of bread and tapenade, perfect) or a haddock mousse
with spring vegetables. Next, a veal liver deglazed with
vinegar, its homemade mashed potatoes and finely cut
courgettes or a pollack steak, spices confit aubergines.
Morgon or Crozes Hermitage to accompany everything,
before enjoying a cherry’s soup with rosemary or a
homemade chocolate fondant. Albert also delights us
in the evening with more elaborate dishes.

 ARCHANGE
6, rue Hippolyte-Flandrin (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 28 32 26
www.archangecafe.com
contact@archangecafe.com
Hôtel-de-Ville metro, near Place Sathonay,
Fresque des Lyonnais
Open Tuesday to Sunday for dinner. Set menu at E29.90.
One of those "a little forgotten" addresses, yet present for
many years, that you can enjoy rediscovering every time
you look for a gourmet restaurant, not (too) expensive
and original. L’Archange is all of this in this small quiet
street opening onto Place Sathonay. A restaurant that you
can describe as intimate without being wrong, no large
table, a dining room not very large, but a cuisine that is
great by the creativity of its compositions. At the helm,
a Japanese chef who revisits traditional French cuisine
in a set menu that changes over the seasons. The choice
is therefore limited: no à la carte dishes, no menu for
children, but the two or three starters, the two dishes
-meat, fish-, to which you can add the suggestions of

the blackboard of the moment, will always be enough
to fully satisfy us. Surprising combinations for delicious
harmonies like this salad of marinated octopus on a bed
of leeks with vinaigrette, a pan-fried sea bass fillet
with small vegetables and "bonne femme" sauce or a
pork fillet with spices, chorizo, mushrooms and beans,
full-bodied juice. Desserts are equally delicious, with
a rhum flavoured chocolate dessert and hazelnut ice
cream. Take your time to enjoy everything.

 L’ATELIER DES AUGUSTINS
11, rue des Augustins (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 00 88 01
www.latelierdesaugustins.com
contact@latelierdesaugustins.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for dinner; Tuesday to Friday
for lunch. Lunch menu: E19.50 (2 dishes). Lunch menu
3 dishes: E24. Fixed rate formulas evening from E33 to
E41. Surprise menu with food and wine pairing: E63.
A typical Lyonnais address – you might have thought it
a bouchon given its small size -, where Nicolas Guilloton
dropped anchor. This young chef who was awarded with
stars during his career – from Alsace, his native county,
to Paris, from London to Bamako – followed the good
advice of Alain Alexanian (L’Alexandrin) to open his first
restaurant in our gastronomic capital. From his trips, from
his experience, the chef brought back delicious touches
of creativity, in particular African ones, which jazz up
the great French cuisine. The decor being elegant but
not pretentious, the atmosphere intimate without being
stiff, as a couple you will particularly enjoy your time at
L’Atelier des Augustins for a gourmet trip with excellent
produces, local and foreign, prepared by a true cooking
passionate: mid-cooked duck foie gras, smoked duck
breast, apple/pear or "ikijeme" pollack to start. then,
Sonia’s squabs inside an asparagus/truffle/foie gras or a
cod fillet, watermelon, rose, coriander turnover. A wide
selection of wines for a perfect harmony and delicious
sweet seasonal touches with Pusignan strawberries,
elderberry, mascarpone and forest pepper. Always
reasonable prices, especially at lunch, for an address of
this quality, we must seize the opportunity.
 L’ATTRAPE-CŒURS
10, rue Burdeau (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 87 08 25
www.l-attrape-coeurs.fr
bienvenue@l-attrape-coeurs.fr
Open from Tuesday to Saturday at lunchtime; from Thursday
to Saturday evening. Wednesday evening, no traditional
menu, but cheeses and cold meat aperitif dishes at E10.
Daily special: E10. Lunch menu: E14. Lunch menu: E16.
Menu at E24 and E29. Children’s menu: E12.
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 LE BALTHAZ’ART
7, rue des Pierres-Plantées (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 07 08 88
www.restaurantbalthazart.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu
from E29 to E34. Lunch menu: E17. Another lunch
menu with tartare: E20.
On the road of Grande Côte to Croix-Rousse, Balthaz’art
is one of the unmissable addresses for those who call
themselves true lovers of Lyonnais cuisine. Balthaz’art
is the cosy house of Frédéric d’Ambrosio, a chef whose
cuisine is Southern-style and who likes to work on good
products enhanced with local and foreign flavours. To
enter this beautiful red restaurant, former HQ of Lyon
FCP, you also need to take your eyes off the great view
of Lyon and especially Fourvière that the street offers.
But once inside, the decor astonishes us in its turn. You
might think that you are on the side of Barcelona, in
a tastefully decorated mansion. Intimate, peaceful
and eccentric setting, Balthaz’art charms us with its
appearance before touching our tastebuds! Of course,
the seasonal cuisine varies throughout the year, but
the spirit of the South remains present through fresh
goat cheese with dried fruit and fresh herbs, preserved
tomatoes and Provençal crumble. Coming up next,
the excellent Montbéliard beef tartare with razor
clam in Moorish style, the timeless of the house, a
griddled octopus tentacle or an Iberian pluma and
snackéed fresh chorizo. And finally, the delicious molten
chocolate cake with salted butter, caramel ice cream
with salted butter, other must of the place. One of our
favourite addresses.

LA BIJOUTERIE
16, rue Hippolyte-Flandrin (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 08 14 03
www.labijouterierestaurant.fr
Open From Wednesday to Sunday at lunchtime; from
Wednesday to Saturday evening. Lunch menu: E15. Dinner
menu (8 dishes): E35.
If you are still wondering: what is this "fooding" trend? we
advise you to go to La Bijouterie. "Fooding" is for a cook to be
able to offer us more than the cooking: an inspiring place and
signature dishes, those famous dishes which tell us stories
and can make us travel. Chef Ryan Dolan reveals himself
as a true goldsmith in the kitchen, making the best use of
seasonal products to compose completely unique dishes
at each service. Let us admit that these good and original
dishes amazed us. It is difficult to tell you what the chef and
his team have in store for you when you arrive -finally, if you
manage to book a table, because booking is mandatory (note
that online booking works now)! -, but every dim sum offers
moments of happiness (if you do not speak the "fooding"
language, a dim sum is a dish served in small portion) thanks
to the successful mixture of good well prepared products:
cucumber/salicorne/coques/pistachio, turbot/spruce/green
vegetables, duck BBQ/curry yuzu, yogurt, to finish on the
association strawberry/ginger/rhubarb/Thai sorbet. The
soundtrack is always good and the tiling on the wall is not
even cold. La Bijouterie is good taste above all.
BISTROT CHARDONNET
2, rue Camille-Jordan (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 50 87 35
contact@bistrotchardonnet.com
Cross-Pack or City Hall
Open Monday to Saturday in for dinner; Thursday and Friday
for lunch. E15 (lunch menu: starter and daily special or daily
special and dessert). Main dishes at choice: E12. 2 main
courses menu for lunch: E15. Lunch full menu: E20. Dinner
menu at E29. Carte.
It is a pleasure to find the former Team of Baryton, Philippe
Caumette in the dining room, Bernard at the bar, as well
as a new chef in the kitchen with Galen Sultana (from the
South), in the universe of the count of Chardonnet, father
of artificial silk, who has a place in his name just around
the corner. Microscope, hourglass and other objects evoking
the time marked by this genius, here is a new bistronomic
restaurant that deserves our full attention. Homemade
market cuisine, fresh vegetables, with a menu that changes
every week. This summer, on a terrace where you can sit in
any season: homemade smoked salmon rillettes, light cream
with Réunion combawa, crispy petals of vegetables or a
homemade foie-gras terrine, fig in two ways. Coming up next,
a tartare of bluefin tuna, yellowfin tuna, lemongrass and basil
or a duck aglet served with a gastric, sesame and sunflower
seeds, to end with a lightly scented strawberry gazpacho.
In the evening, it’s time for revisited tapas atmosphere,
a beautiful terrace that will be heated in winter and very
pleasant in summer. Jazzy or electro music, depending on
the mood and the time. Welcome to Philippe and Bernard, in
a few words, a high-quality address, simple but smart. Note
that within 2 years, under Place Chardonnet, an underground
car park will improve visitor and resident access. To be discovered as soon as possible.
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The slopes of Croix-Rousse offer a cultural broth you
should absolutely enjoy; a delicious broth from which
revealed a true favourite of ours this year: L’AttrapeCœurs (French translation of The Catcher in the Rye).
Whether you have read Salinger’s novel or not, go
to Rue Burdeau to discover this restaurant which is
much more than a restaurant. L’Attrape-Cœurs is an
authentic living soace on the slopes, a place where
the sun sets and lulls us at the end of the day on the
terrace, a place where everyone finds their space and
can meet with others, a cultural place where you can
enjoy a quality cuisine and a wonderful exhibition.
Speaking about the events hosted, we should also talk
about the open stage once a month, jazz jam sessions…
And come back every day to taste the fine dishes of
the restaurant. What we like about this homemade
cuisine with good fresh products is the successful
blend between tradition and touches of originality:
Salmorejo of Cordoba, chiffonnade of Mangalica ham
and egg crack or a creamy burrata, tartare of tomatoes
and strawberries, pesto seasoning. Coming up next,
a rumsteak heart in Bulgogi marinade, granules and
vegetables or fish fillet according to the market, chutney
of nectarine and chipotle, sweet-potato puree. In the
evening, we also like the aperitifs, around good cold
cuts or cheeses from the cheese factory of La Martinière.
Desserts in the same spirit of quality with fondant
baulois, ice-cream yogurt. A beautiful selection of
wines. An address that captures our heart and stomach.
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 BRASSERIE LÉON DE LYON
1, rue Pléney (1er) & +33 (0)4 78 38 47 47
www.bistrotsdecuisiniers.com
messages@bistrotsdecuisiniers.com
Open daily for lunch and dinner (last sitting at 11pm).
Children’s menu: E12.90. Lunch menu: E25.50. To lunch
fast: E18.10 (1 daily special, 1 glass of wine or 1/2 mineral
water or 1 draught beer, 1 coffee). Fixed rate formula 2 main
courses: E22.30. Châteaux et Hôtels Collection.
Léon de Lyon is a true "slice" of the history of Lyon’s
gastronomy. A house created in 1904 by Léon Déan, now
one of the jewels of Jean-Paul Lacombe’s "Bistrots des
cuisiniers", which hosted banquets and especially that of
the G7 heads of State in 1996. With its incomparable terrace
in a "privatised" alley – the very central Rue Pléney, for
the occasion – its dining rooms loaded with history but
still very present, Léon de Lyon honours Lyonnais cuisine
by "revisiting" the best of tradition. A cosy place where
the reception is worthy of great restaurants, Léon knows
how to receive us in his house and offers us "classics" that
never disappoint: traditional homemade pâté en croûte, calf
feet in salad as Jean Vignard liked them to be, pike quenelle
cooked in the oven, supreme of free-range chicken stuffed
with cervelle de canut or a calf liver steak à la Lyonnaise,
cooked medium rare, deglazed with wine vinegar. Lyonnais
specialties accompanied by brasserie dishes with the same
requirement: Royal sea bream tartare, Limousin lamb
shoulder braised for a long time, boneless, pressed and
then snackéed, a pikeperch fillet pan-fried on the skin or
a vegetarian dish. In memory of a more "gastronomic" era,
a griddled whole lobster and in memory of a past century,
"A la voiture de tranche" (unique in Lyon) where there is
meat (a rack of Abotia porc roasted on a spit, pig juice) cut in
front of the customers. Exceptional cellar containing many
treasures. Address of Lyon’s gourmet heritage.
 CAFÉ ARSÈNE
5, rue du Garet (1er) & +33 (0)4 72 10 07 99
Open Monday through Friday from 8am to 3pm.
A few steps from L’Opéra, Fabrice Barry and Michaël Ballay
reinvented the classic French bistro and export it to the Ainay
district towards a new address. At Arsène’s, the atmosphere
is naturally casual, from morning coffee to afterwork,
making it possible to have wonderful encounters in an
atypical place that has quickly become familiar. Here,
everything is possible and boundaries disappear. The
bar isn’t quite Lyonnais, the coffee shop is certainly not
American, the bistro is French but not only: it is difficult
to define this Café without having tasted its special atmosphere, somewhere between the "village square" with the
glasses of red wine and the trendy bar where you can surf the
web thanks to wi-fi. For those who want to eat a foie-gras
terrine, a French pea soup, a true ham-butter sandwich
or a tartare at any time complemented by a good glass of
wine, Arsène keeps all his promises at reasonable prices.
Please note that the Ainay address has wider opening
hours, especially on weekends, to better enjoy Arsène.
CERCLE ROUGE
36, rue de l’Arbre-Sec (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 28 41 98
www.cercle-rouge.fr
infos@cercle-rouge.fr

Open Tuesday through Saturday for lunch and dinner. Meat or
fish dish: E12. Starter, meat or fish/dessert formula: E16.
Starter, main course and dessert formula: E19. Menu: E35.
If the open circle of Petit Futé readers had to point out the
restaurant offering the best quality/price ratio in the city,
Cercle Rouge would be among their favourites. A few steps
from the Hôtel de Ville and the Opera, a discreet address
which chose this sign not to pay tribute to Melville’s
film, but rather to signify a certain restraint in this world
made of appearances. Here, nothing flashy, but a sober
and urban elegance in the small dining room on the
ground floor. Upstairs, the warm decor of a library and
the cosy atmosphere of a vaulted room to share a large
table with family or friends. A set of simple and sincere
beauty. Cercle Rouge is the creation of Florent El Sair, a
Lyonnais who travelled to the Middle East, Qatar, as a
commercial executive, before returning to his land and
being trained in cookery at the Institut Paul Bocuse. Having
worked at Lameloise’s, Florent went back to Asia, to the
Bahamas. That is to say that Florent’s cooking is inspired
by an international cuisine, especially Japanese, that all
the fresh products are worked with great refinement and
that the harmony between flavours is absolutely divine.
The lunch menu changes every day and the à la carte
does so very regularly. A few compositions of the chef
to give you appetite: beef tataki, Thai sauce, fried garlic,
sesame, spring onions or half-cooked salmon, dashi ponzu,
nori seaweed, fried shallots, spring onions to start with.
Coming up next, a barbecued Herdshire beef undercut,
crunchy paillasson, fresh cheese with herbs or a teriyaki
European pollock, udon noodles, satay sauce. Do not miss
the Saint-Félicien truffé, a specialty of the house. A very
beautiful wine list for perfect combinations. A charming
and attentive service from Morgane. A great gourmet
address which makes us travel at such soft prices, Cercle
Rouge is the ideal Smart address.

 L’ÉBAUCHE
4, rue de la Martinière (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 58 12 58
Open Tuesday to Sunday for dinner; Wednesday to Saturday
for lunch. Lunch menu: E15. Daily special: E11. Dessert of
the day: E4. Menu (starter, main course and dessert): E28.
For an Ebauche (first draft), it’s almost a masterstroke.
Right next to Fresque des Lyonnais and Quais de Saône, in
a neighbourhood full of beautiful surprises, the young chef
Melik Debadji cooks wonders. A chef that the gourmet had
already met in the kitchens of Grill Parisien in Grenoble,
excellent address, and at Mathieu Vianney at Brazier Wine
Bar, after a detour via London at Gagnaire. That is to say
that the training is remarkable and that the chef can
legitimately open his own bistro-style restaurant as we
like them in Lyon. Old-style floor in a very intimate place
– it is better to book as the number of tables is limited,
even with the dining room upstairs - where Melik Debadji
gives us his version of bistronomie. It’s difficult to tell you
what you will find on the blackboard for lunch or on the
menu, because the dishes vary very regularly depending
on market products. Freshness and flavours that come
from here and from elsewhere, a mixture that perfectly
works: lamb, bean, white cheese, tomato water, chips; pig,
aubergine, miso, melon with vinegar and ring mushroom;
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roasted apricot, amaretto cream, sponge finger and sherbet.
Very nice wine list, with a beautiful selection by the glass.
An Ebauche (First Draft) that keeps its promises and bodes
well for the rest.

 KONDITORI
9, rue des Capucins (1er)
& 09 83 04 18 11
www.konditori.fr
bonjour@konditori.fr
Open Monday through Friday for lunch. Closed every Saturday
and Sunday. Pie of the day and salad: E9.50. Dish and salad
of the day: E12.50. Daily special and dessert of the day:
E14.50. Brunch formula: E23.
Not one, but three addresses. The most "important", the
one where you will have your brunch every weekend, is
at Rue Paul Bert in the 3rd arrondissement. But Petit Futé
has decided to talk to you about the "original" address,
the one where we loved to see Guillemette again, a cook
emeritus, who to our daily lunch box tasty. The principle
is simple: cooking tasty and seasonal using good products,
then packing the whole in a box that can be taken home,
to your office, to a bench. The compositions appear every
day on the Facebook page and always keep their tasty
promises. In these early days of summer, a box with a
scone Philadephia, marinated sweet peppers and sesame
and the other with chicken, goat cheese, arugula, avocado,
and green lemon wrap. "Nature", even "healthy" dishes for
light and tasty meals. At the address of Rue Paul Bert, also
open every weekend, there are also hot dishes in the same
spirit (keftas, stuffed courgettes…) and the possibility of
having a brunch. Very beautiful drinks menu, particularly
hot with delicious coffees.

CERCLE ROUGE
R E S T A U R A N T

Fusion fusion
Tuesday to Saturday midday and evening
36, rue de l’Arbre Sec 69001 Lyon (France)
+33 (0)4 78 28 41 98 - infos@cercle-rouge.fr

www.cercle-rouge.fr
 L’ÉBULLITION
12, rue Lanterne (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 27 48 19 – lebullition@neuf.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E27 to E29 (fixed rate formulas à la carte in the evening).
Lunch menu: E17 (starter, main course, cheese or dessert).
Daily special: E10. Fixed rate formula 2 main courses: E15.
Change of facade and decoration this year for an Ebullition
that doesn’t burn our money while delighting us. This is
undoubtedly one of the smartest plans to put both feet
under a large table at low prices. Moreover, each year, we
wonder whether the displayed prices are really the right
ones, since the quality-price ratio seems exceptional. It must
be said that an address right in the heart of the Presqu’île with
such a high-standard cuisine and a full lunch menu at only
E17 could look like a hoax! However, L’Ébullition has met the
challenge for some years and continues to make, on a day-today basis, an authentic seasonal, creative and refined cuisine.
The only thing that is hard to get in this elegant house are
the places that it is better to book, for lunch and dinner! And
the only downside is the unfriendliness of the reception and
service, preventing us from truly recommending this address.
A short menu for perfect freshness and harmony of flavours
composed with know-how and mischievousness: sliced
pollock, rice vinegar, pomelo, green mango. Coming up next,
a pork shoulder confit, cluster tomatoes, artichokes, eggplant
raviole. And end on a note of strawberries, meringue, lemon
cream and basil ice cream. You can expect gourmet dishes
which you should enjoy while waiting for a behaviour change
in the dining room.
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 ENTRECÔTE
10, rue de la République (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 28 16 64
www.entrecote.fr
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Single dish (trimmed sirloin
slice of 170 G accompanied by all-you-can-eat homemade
fries and its excellent sauce): E19.
A unique formula created more than 50 years ago on the
side of Toulouse and which has wonderfully been working
in the heart of Lyon for over 15 years: we can talk about
institution. Over time and despite the fierce competition of
burgers of burgers and other meat specialists, L’Entrecôte has
been able to preserve the formula that made it successful:
the quality of the meat and a wonderful sauce with secret
composition. Thus, no surprise when entering this restaurant
whose decor alone is a little dark with Scottish and black
walls, a lemon-yellow topping of another era. Even the
waitresses wear a "uniform" in yellow and black tones.
For the order: it is difficult to make a mistake since the
house offers nothing but this slice of sirloin trimmed with
its fabulous sauce, its all-you-can-eat French fries and its
salad with nuts. A slice served cut in a dish with sauce
whose secret recipe promises a unique taste. At least,
there will be a choice of desserts with delicious chocolate
profiteroles or a semi-freddo with Grand-Marnier. As for
wine, bordeaux or côte-du-rhône, no additional choice.
A practical address, open every day for lunch and dinner,
with pleasant and efficient service, to be sure that you
don’t make mistakes in your choices.
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L’ÉCLAT
13, quai de la Pêcherie (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 02 00 30
www.leclat-restaurant.fr
Facing the parking lot Saint-Antoine
Open Tuesday through Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menus
from E55 to E65. Lunch menu: E28.
L’Eclat will still shine through your eyes once you leave
it, a new address facing the Saône (as well as the SaintAntoine car park, easy to park your car and come to the
restaurant). Eclatante (dazzling) is young chef Vincent
Leleu’s cuisine. After a demanding experience in a few
Michelin starred restaurants, this chef from Franche Compté
perfectly masters all the bases of French gastronomy. In
order to express himself fully, he chose to open his own
restaurant in Lyon, a project carried out with passion for
his profession as a chef committed to create his personal
culinary universe. Once again, the result is dazzling,
available to guests in a cosy contemporary room with
colourful and design touches. A creative cuisine made with
high quality and seasonal products creating harmonius
flavours which reveal themselves upon tasting: beans,
shells and calamondin; lamb fillet from Emmanuel Volle,
Swiss chard and poivrade artichokes; to end with citrus,
pink grapefruit jelly and espuma of Combava lemon. The
bottles stored in the glass cellar allow the best food and
wine pairing. Customised service. Organisation of thematic
evenings around food products. We strongly recommend
that you book your table at L’Eclat.

Closed in August. Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner.
Lunch menu: E70 (all inclusive business menu with glass
of wine, mineral water and coffee). Lunch menu 2 main
courses: E57. Classic menu: E125. Tasting menu: E160.
A Lyonnaise house which is still popular and part of the
local gastronomy’s history. Mère Brazier (mother Brazier),
of course, is the famous Eugénie, no doubt the most
famous among Lyonnais mothers, the first woman to be
awarded with 3 stars in the red guide and a characterful
woman who trained another great gentleman, native of
Lyon, Paul Bocuse. Brazier, a name that somewhat fell
into oblivion in the deserted rue Royal, until the house
was taken over in 2008 by the excellent Mathieu Vianney,
one of the Meilleurs ouvriers de France (best workers in
France label) in the hope of reviving the "great" Lyonnais
cuisine. First of all, the place was successfully renovated,
managing to preserve some marks of its glorious past
such as these tiles, blending modernity and tradition. The
"Brazier spirit" was another success, it seems to be still
present in the cooking when a chef of the moment -with
his assistant Olivier Mallarme- recomposes memories and
signature dishes made with the best products, such as this
must-eat poulard. Another must-eat of the house is the
Grand sole from small boat fishing stuffed with algae and
shells, butter with caviar or an excellent duckling with citrus
and spices, turnips and kumquats. To finish, a Norwegian
omelette flambéed with rum, raspberries and verbena.
An exceptional wine list. A great name which keeps being
listed on the city’s gourmet heritage.

 LA MAISON VILLEMANZY
25, montée Saint-Sébastien (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 98 21 21
www.maison-villemanzy.com
maisonvillemanzy@yahoo.fr
Open Monday to Saturday for dinner; Tuesday to Saturday
for lunch. Children’s menu: E14 (udner 10 years). Fixed rate
formula: E28.50 (à la carte menu). Hot main course: E15.
An address "perched" on the heights of Croix-Rousse,
offering the passing gourmets an exceptional view of the
city, but above all a traditional "family house" within a
totally unique setting. Because before you even enjoy the
cooking at Maison Villemanzy, you will enjoy its décor with
beautiful old woodwork, its warm flooring, its veranda and
its terrace so far from the bustle of our world… The whole
is highlighted by a service run by the excellent Christine
and Guillaume Mouchel, the owners of the place. In this
dream decor, the cuisine is that of a bistro displaying a short
and seasonal menu (6 starters, 6 dishes and 6 desserts)
to honour local products and current recipes: Lyon- style
chicken livers cake, warm Dauphiné ravioli salad and Greekstyle lemoned mushrooms or a skate terrine with citrus to
start. In the same spirit, a Cassolette of hot sausage and
steam vegetables with herbs vinaigrette or a Roast cod
fillet and risotto, lemon marinade with basil and organic
olive oil. Meals and wine pairings are a success. A house
of tradition which always surprises us.

 LE MIDI MINUIT
10, rue de la République (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 80 08 01
www.lemidiminuit.fr
midiminuitrep@gmail.com
Open every day from 12pm until midnight. Menus from
E25 to E28. Daily special: E10.30.
Known for a long time in the old Charlemagne district
(which became since then the new Confluence district),
the Midi Minuit brasserie was set up in the heart of the
Presqu’île (the peninsula), Rue de la République, two years
ago. And that’s why, one Sunday of balances opening, your
favourite Petit Futé was sitting at a brasserie, one of the
very few restaurants in the sector with such wide opening
hours! First good point, Midi Minuit has kept a large part
of the superb decoration of the place by tastefully adding
vegetation to it. There is also a small terrace sheltered
from the passageway as a bonus. As far as the service is
concerned, we felt the intent to do well, some degree of
efficiency and attempted smiles behind stained blouses,
but let’s say there is still room for improvement. The most
amazing thing is undoubtedly the cooking. A very short
menu (problem, no more salmon steak…) and home
cooked dishes by a convincing chef. Some snacks and
flammekueches (which we don’t necessarily recommend),
giant salads, but above all a lamb shoulder confit in its
pearly juice, a duck breast and fig chips or a royal sea
bream fillet in almond crumble. All is done at honest rates.
Desserts of a slightly lower quality at slightly higher rates
(a not so soft citrus flavoured floating island at E7). In a
nutshell, the address of République pleasantly surprised
us, even though some adjustments still need to be made.

 LA MÈRE BRAZIER
12, rue Royale (1er) & +33 (0)4 78 23 17 20
www.lamerebrazier.fr
merebrazier@orange.fr
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Open Tuesday to Saturday midday and evening
Privatization personalized on request

Vincent Leleu Chef

13 Quai de la Pêcherie 69001 Lyon
+33 (0)4 72 02 00 30
leclat-restaurant.fr
Parking Saint Antoine
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 MY PETITE FACTORY
17, rue Neuve (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 80 54 56
& 06 87 84 22 54
www.mypetitefactory.com
contact@mypetitefactory.com
M° A et C: Hôtel de Ville/Louis Pradel,
M° A: Cordeliers
Gluten-free friendly. Open Monday through Saturday from
10am to 7pm. Closed every Sunday. Menus from E9.90 to
E16. Daily special: E10.90 (a vegan option is offered).
Starter + daily special: E14. Smoothie: E5.50 (30 Cl)
and E8 (50 Cl). Cold-pressed fresh juice: E5 (30 Cl) and
E7.50 (50 Cl). Vegan brownies: E4. Vegan and raw
cheesecake: E5. Free W-ifi. Vegan-friendly.
Virginia, the founder of the blog Delicious Happiness,
being intolerant to gluten and lactose, and Chloé, a
graduate of the Institut Paul Bocuse, settled on an
ideal spot in the city centre to offer us organic and
gluten-free fast food. A perfect place for lunch breaks
or healthy and gourmet snacks to enjoy in your office.
Pies, burgers, salads, cakes, smoothies and lunchboxes
to take away, gluten-free and often lactose-free and
vegan. Gluten-free cooking workshops are offered
and a catering service is available to order big cakes or
buffets adapted to your intolerances. A must!
 LE PASSAGE
8, rue du Plâtre (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 28 11 16
www.le-passage.com
restaurant@le-passage.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Closed
public holidays. Menu from E45 to E60.
We never waste our time when discovering the Passage.
A "different" restaurant in the landscape of Lyonnais
cuisine. First, its location is not ordinary: at the bottom
of a courtyard where you go through a passage, a
traboule situated between two shops which act as
a shaded terrace in summer… two steps from the
town hall, the new and the old, Passage is part of the
"gastronomic Lyon heritage" and has been among the
gastronomic institutions of the city for over 30 years.
The interior exudes a soft atmosphere, mainly red, due
to the lack of natural light highlighted by the famous
leather armchairs of the Majestic, while the "Bistro"
room takes us to the seats of the Eldorado theatre. Two
characterful rooms for a restaurant which displays a
revisited menu elaborated by chef Frédéric Cordier.
Seasonal products, combinations of flavours and dishes
presented as works of art: Lobster salad, avocado and
crispy vegetables, citrus vinaigrette, a homemade
smoked salmon or a foie gras terrine with figs. Meat
dishes such as roasted rack of lamb and potatoes
gratin with bacon and well highlighted seafood dishes
such as monkfish and gambas, sweet potato purée,
coconut milk and a combawa. Surprisingly, you can
finish the evening late at the bar seated on deep
leather armchairs or in a small private room to smoke
a cigar under a French ceiling. Several places in one,
welcoming both lovers and groups. A timeless Passage
which remains a safe bet.

 LA QUINTESSENCE
31, rue du Bât-d’Argent (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 00 08 08
www.restaurant-laquintessence.fr
contact@restaurant-laquintessence.fr
Open Tuesday through Saturday for lunch and dinner.
Menus from E45 to E80. Lunch menu: E24 (Business
menu).
Among the large Lyon restaurants, there is now a new
trusted address: La Quintessence. The sign may seem
a bit "overplayed", but it reflects the ambitions of
the chef Anthony Baud who has started the pianos of
this superb Lyon house again. In fact, a former Jesuit
dining hall of the 16th century whose beauty can now
be surprising when you think of its original function.
Exposed stones, vaulted arches and small sitting rooms
like monastic cells where you like to be with family or
friends to enjoy a particularly tasty cuisine revising the
classics of French cuisine in its style. Inspiring products
and creative notes that come in many forms according
to the seasonal market are honoured. In spring, roasted
green asparaguses with butter, reduced blood orange
juice, smoked herring, terre d’olive noire and young
shoots. Coming up next, an Arctic char cooked on the
skin, fine broccoli puree, roasted green onions, leeks,
smoked Noilly Prat cream, or a "signature calf sweetbread cooked with hazelnut butter, white asparagus
and seasonal truffle, shallot confit and smoked in hay
smoke, truffle-flavoured juice. Lemon marks another
signature in dessert in all its splendour. Wine list for
beautiful harmonies. An address that continues to
progress upward in local gastronomy. Perfect for
refined romantic meals.
 TOUTES LES COULEURS
26, rue Imbert-Colomes (1er)
& +33 (0)4 72 00 03 95
www.touteslescouleurs.fr
Gluten-free friendly. Open Tuesday through Saturday
for lunch; Friday and Saturday for dinner. Lunch menu:
E17.90 (full menu). Daily special: E9.90. 2-main-courses
formula: E13.90. Discovery menu: E25 (E29 with
cheese). Discovery main course: E17. Take-away. Veganfriendly.
It’s all organic on the slopes of Croix-Rousse! Toutes
les Couleurs was already organic when nobody talked
about it. Out of conviction. Indeed, the restaurant has
existed for 12 years. While organic is now synonymous
with well-being, Toutes les Couleurs proves that it is
first and foremost a source of eating well. Because
here, unlike many "restaurants," they really cook.
And there are works in the kitchen to prepare the
excellent ingredients that are all certified AB or Nature
et Progrès… Moreover, the restaurant itself is labelled
Nature & Progrès. Thus, the dish of the day is guaranteed
100% organic and vegetarian, made according to the
season and arrivals from local producers. It is difficult
to tell you exactly what you will find on the blackboard
of this multicoloured restaurant on the day of your
meal, since each week brings a new Discovery menu
in its basket. Everyone goes there from their gustatory
meeting, vegetarians first with a raw-food vegan dish.
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The wines are also natural and organic, as are the farm
fruit juices and the organic and homemade beers.
It should also be noted that people on gluten-free,
egg-free or dairy-free diets can treat themselves and
will have a hard time.

 ACCASBEL BISTROPUB
20, place Carnot (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 29 80
www.accasbel.fr
info@accasbel.fr
Open Tuesday through Saturday for dinner; Wednesday
through Sunday for lunch. Brunch every Sunday. Daily
special: E12. 2 main courses menu: E16. 3 main courses
menu: E20.
Carnot, a square we almost forgot about during our
outings (especially since it was undergoing works…),
lives again thanks to the opning of Accasbel Bistropub.
What is it, you say… Well, a Bistropub is a mix
between a French pub and an Irish pub. It is also
the Franco-Irish association of Maud and Darragh
McElligott, two colourful figures who can enliven a
dining room and treat us. As for Accasbel, according
to our dictionary of Celtic mythology, he was the "first
builder of a "guest house", in other words, first pub…
A terrace to enjoy the place, but especially a beautiful
high-ceiling room with its counter behind which your
gaze is inevitably attracted by the bright brass of
the 16 pumps -my goodness- delivering delicious
and refreshing Irish homemade beers (to see in the
slate just above). Good mood, friendliness, all that
remains to do is tasting a seasonal cooking inspired
by the good products of the market, but also by the
pairings with beers, such as duck Parmentier that
will easily find its malted companion. On the menu
– waiting for a new Scottish chef – typical dishes with
a pork belly, a wonder not to miss and a successful

brunch every Sunday until 3pm. All the pleasures of
Ireland and a return to favor of Place Carnot among
our outing "spots".

 À LA FOLIE
4, rue Confort (2e) & +33 (0)4 78 68 04 48
Open every Tuesday and Wednesday from 7.30am to 7pm;
Thursday from 7.30am to 10pm; Friday and Saturday from
7.30am to 11pm. Daily special: E12.50. Daily special and
dessert of the day: E15.50.
It is the kind of Madness that does you good. An act of
madness you can commit any time of the day in this
new address where you will feel good around a nice
glass of wine and tasting a very successful cuisine. A La
Folie means a lot of love, you can see it in the reception
and service. When it comes to the decor, there is no
madness, with a dining room cosy and beautiful in
its contemporary simplicity. A pleasant small terrace
with a few tables on one side and a pedestrian street
in the heart of the city on the other. Short, very short
menu with daily specials made from fresh seasonal
products, everything you love, at very reasonable
prices for the main course and dessert of the day
formula. Here’s an example of a dish to try while the
summer heat starts to reach Lyon, a delicious marinated
Magret with mesclun, pine nuts, tomatoes, asparagus,
tapenade toasts, onions and potatoes with parsley.
Generous, tasty and tastefully presented dish. Dessert
in the same spirit with a small shortbread and lemon
mousse, red fruit coulis. The large salads, including a
César, are to try. A Folie with wide opening hours to
enjoy the morning coffee with the tapas of the day, it
is an address to discover.
 ALTER EGO
42, rue Franklin (2e) & 09 83 30 23 25
www.alterego-lyon.com
alteregolyon@gmail.com
Open Monday to Friday for lunch; Monday to Saturday for
dinner. Menu at E9.90 and menu at E12.40 (with the
dessert), coffee offered. Menu at E25, only for dinner.
It is thanks to addresses like this one that Lyon is alive,
and that a neighbourhood takes another dimension!
An address that was completely transformed during
summer 2017. You will also be happy to find Magali and
Dominique (whom everyone calls Domie) cooking. No
secrets, Domie comes from Savoy and enjoys helping
you discover the good products of the land on the
French side of the Alps, but also on the Italian side.
At Alter Ego, everything is homemade. So you should
take the time to sit comfortably on the terrace and
sip a wonderful homemade punch for the aperitif
or in a beautiful dining room with exposed stone
walls to savour an excellent and perfectly composed
salad, delicious stuffed potatoes (bacon, mash or other
tasty dishes) on a salad bed, fondues, Savoyard diots
accompanied by a gratin dauphinois, a nice cold-cuts
platter, delicious pizzas to eat on the site or to take
away and desserts which are also homemade. with a
chocolate mousse or a seasonal pie. Eating is a good
thing and Alter Ego can treat us, but this address can
also organise unforgettable thematic evenings. To
rediscover as soon as possible!

EATING

 TRABOULE KITCHEN
19, rue Réné-Leynaud
Village des Créateurs (1er)
& +33 (0)4 78 31 57 29
Open Monday through Saturday from 9am to 8pm. Menus
between E11 and E14.
We give a special mention to this new "healthy" restaurant. Traboule Kitchen is entertaining and inspired,
especially when you settle on the slopes of Croix-Rousse,
on the charming small terrace of Village des Créateurs.
Maëlle and Sylvain, who run the business, have chosen
the plant kingdom to offer us a cuisine full of freshness
and flavours inspired by the market’s seasonal products.
A relaxed atmosphere with wide opening hours to enjoy
the famous Kitchen Bowls served in generous bowls,
such as this spring recipe: wild rice, cod tartare, crispy
vegetables, young shoots, pineapple (from elsewhere,
we can adopt a pineapple…) and slivered almonds.
Other pleasures to refresh yourself in hot season, an
iced cucumber, granny apples, ginger and mint soup,
and of course the homemade tartares, whether they
are tuna or Thai-flavoured charolais beef. Homemade
pies, including honey with goat cheese, a favourite of
ours, and local wines to complement the meal with
lightness. A cool and gourmet break.
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 BELLONA
100, quai Perrache (2e)
& 09 83 60 56 26
www.bateaubellona.fr
contact@bateaubellona.fr
Tram T 1 Musée Museum
Open Tuesday to Sunday for lunch; Wednesday to Saturday
for dinner. Possible privatization Mondays and Tuesday
evenings. Brunch Sunday from 11.30am to 3.30pm. Lunch
menu: E22. Fixed rate formula 2 dishes: E18. Fixed rate
formula dinner: E29. Sunday brunch: E26.
Under the cobblestones, the beach! Bellona is a barge
and, on the edge of the Rhône, in front of Musée des
Confluences – a stunning view, a "beach" style terrace
with sand and deckchair to spend the summer while
sipping mojitos. Bellona, " bateau concept and restaurant ", finds its place in our " Restaurants " heading and
in our " Outings " heading. Completely refurbished,
the Bellona barge houses several spaces, including a
restaurant, but also a club with specialised electroprogramming, a terrace ideal for an evening of leisure
to sip a cocktail while admiring the sunset, a small
sitting room, all can be privatised in order to organise
private or professional events. This is the trendiest barge
and surely the classiest of Lyon barges. Some efforts
on the cuisine with products prepared and cooked
on site (which is not the case in all barges…) with a
potato tartare and slightly smoked haddock, arugula
juice. Coming up next, roasted wild gambas, tagliolini
with squid ink and its bisque or crisp lamb, tomatoes,
olives and parmentier. All is refined and flavours are
very present. To discover the barge, you can always start
with the Express formula for lunch, before you quickly
come back for dinner, the most pleasant moment to
spend time in the place, in our opinion.
 BISTRO MARTINE
4, rue d’Enghien (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 93 26
www.bistromartine.fr
bistrotmartine@gmail.com
Open Monday through Friday from 8am to 9.30pm. Main
courses: E13. Starters and desserts: E6. Wifi.
A gourmet opus for the series of Martine with Bistro
Martine. In the heart of the neighbourhood of Ainay,
just a few steps from the borough hall – moreover,
you can still read Café de la Mairie engraved on the
building’s façade – this neighbourhood bistro opens
its terrace onto a quiet street corner. Bistro Martine
is one of the best surprises when you discover an area
stingy with its warm and family addresses that make
the reputation of Lyon. Then, you can sit on the terrace,
in the middle of the flowers, as soon as summer arrives
or in a dining room enlivened by a lovely counter with a
discreet charm. A friendly atmosphere, smile guaranteed
at every hour of the day, and especially at lunchtime
where guests like to be around Martine to enjoy a good
homemade cuisine with fresh seasonal products, just
as it was done in the past. On this summer’s menu,
beef nose salad (which still makes it?), a melon, raw
ham and mozzarella or a cold-cuts platter. Coming
up next, homemade lasagna, grilled mackerel fillets,

a beef tartare with razor clam or ravioli with cheese.
A beautiful dessert menu, also homemade, and wine
list accordingly. A wonderful neighbourhood address
that should be a school.

 BISTROT THOMAS
3, rue Laurencin (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 41 92 99
www.restaurant-thomas.com
info@restaurant-thomas.com
Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner. Set menu:
E21. Fixed rate formula suggestion: E33.
Long before bistros became fashionable, Thomas Ponson
reinvented this French concept to sit without too much
fuss around a table to enjoy good products. Because
what this Ardéchois chef likes is the good products that
we can feel he desirefully and enthusiastically chooses.
It has already been 10 years since Thomas opened his
bistro just opposite his restaurant, as to tell us that
gastronomy was not reserved for an elite, but that the
pleasure could also be in sharing tapas worthy of this
name among buddies, around exceptional products.
Bistro restaurants, friendly atmosphere and a certain
"simplicity" of the dishes prepared with talent. At
choice, hot and cold tapas: Fresh anchovies marinated
with lime, duck tartare, marinated shrimps, a griddled
Christian Para Boudin Basque, razor clams cooked au
gratin, overmatured prime rib or a mini lamb kebab.
Of course, wine glasses follow the suggestions of the
list, always with the same happiness.
 LE BOUCHON LUSTRE
55, rue Mercière (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 33 29
www.lebouchonlustre.com
lebouchonlustre@gmail.com
Open from Monday to Thursday from 12 pm to 3pm and
from 7pm to 11pm; on Friday and Saturday from 12pm
to 11pm. Menu from E19 to E32.
Le Bouchon Lustre is one of the rare Futé’s recommendations in this street where the Lyon gastronomy is not
always worthy of its reputation! Terrace among the most
pleasant of the neighbourhood because protected from
the passage of rue Mercière while keeping an eye on this
beautiful urban landscape and well-appointed rooms
– linen-laid tables and beautiful dishes – decorated with
colorful chandeliers providing a very pleasant lighting.
Charming welcome with wide opening hours, but it is
advisable to book in the evening on weekends to be
sure to have a table. It is because the good reputation
of the house starts to spread and the quality bouchons
are a must. So, gourmands eager to discover the Lyon
cuisine, which is homemade at Le Bouchon Lustre,
pleasantly discover the chef’s specialties: fresh veal liver
pan-fried and deglazed with raspberry vinegar, chopped
parsley and grandmother’s mashed potatoes; Fricassee
of roasted fresh calf’s kidney with mustard sauce and
homemade mashed potatoes; parsleyed fresh frog’s legs
served with a homemade gratin dauphinois; but also the
combination of scallop and leek with light spiced butter,
Espelette pepper, fricassee of beans with mushrooms.
Other delights, the slice of homemade duck foie gras
with reduced blackcurrant sauce or fresh pike quenelle
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with Nantua sauce. Desserts and wine list accordingly.
A bouchon of today with the qualities of yesterday.

BRASSERIE DES CONFLUENCES
Musée des Confluences
86, quai Perrache (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 41 12 34
Open from Tuesday to Saturday evening; from Tuesday
to Sunday noon. Children’s menu: E15. Lunch menu:
E24 (dishes of the week and dessert of the day).
When two great Gentlemen, with a capital letter, of the
Lyon and regional gastronomy combine their multiple
talents in an exceptional place, that gives Brasserie des
Confluences. These two big names in the field of cooking
are Jean-Paul Pignol, the caterer of choice and one of
the Meilleurs Ouvriers de France in the ice-cream shop
category, and Guy Lassausaie, enormous chef awarded
with two stars, also recognised as one of the Meilleurs
Ouvriers de France in the cuisine category. A magical
place, Musée des Confluences, should be associated
with these two great gentlemen. Inserted in the base of
the building, the Brasserie seems to float on the Rhone
and the Saone waters. The summer terrace offers a little
corner of paradise on the tip of the Peninsula, then you
have to book a table in front of the large bay windows
of the restaurant to feel like eating aboard a cruise boat.
Fantastic dining room where raw concrete walls are

dressed with works exhibited at the museum, where the
deep carpets and designer furniture make you feel like
being inside a cocoon. Other pleasures of the place, the
welcome and the service are worthy of a big house to
offer us a menu offering a bit more than an approach
to high gastronomy in high-end brasserie version at
very reasonable prices. This summer, in addition to a
delicious menu Crépuscule et Gastronomie to enjoy at
sunset (devilishly romantic): Foie gras and chicken pâté
en croûte or a lobster salad, cold ratatouille with basil,
lemon-flavoured whipped cream. Coming up next,
lobster and prawns, lobster risotto, a roasted halibut
fillet with chestnut butter, an excellent duck breast
cooked in the frying pan, its honey and lemon juice or a
rack of lamb, mashed vegetables, tian in tarte fine, thyme
juice. Cheeses from Mère Richard’s, before ending with
a café liégeois with Genoa bread. Outstanding work on
quality products for a cuisine with both fine and generous
flavours. Beautiful wine list. A true gourmet brasserie
well in its century.
BRASSERIE GEORGES
30, cours de Verdun (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 56 54 54
www.brasseriegeorges.com
brasserie.geogres@wanadoo.fr
Metro Line A- Tram Line 1 and 2 (Perrache Stop)
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Service uninterrupted from
11.30am to 11.15pm on weekdays and until 00.15am on
public holiday and weekend days eves. Menu from E22.50 to
E27.50. Children’s menu: E9.50. Daily specials: E16.50.
The largest, in every sense of the term, of the Lyon brasseries. It’s been 180 years since Brasserie Georges treated all
the greedy. Coming to Lyon without passing by Brasserie
Georges is a little like not seeing Fourvière. Because this
house established in 1836 by a young Alsatian named
Georges Hoffner became in the course of time the gourmet
institution par excellence which reputation expanded
worldwide. It should be said that it took audacity to set
up this impressive brasserie on marshy grounds in 1836,
now near the station of Perrache. The other exploit of the
place is its famous ceiling of 700m² carried in one piece
by three huge fir tree beams! But the records do not stop
there and in 1986, Brasserie Georges served the largest
sauerkraut in the world (1.5 t) or the largest baked Alaska
(34 meters) in 1996. Not to mention the personalities
(presidents, ministers, celebrities whose names are on
the benches) and the 340,000 meals served each year.
So what are the keys to this success? Certainly, there are
the wide opening hours that allow you to come at any
time of the day, but the quality of the cuisine involves in
the quality of the service. "Must-eats" with the famous
homemade sauerkraut – from the Saint-Georges to the
Imperial – the lyonnaiseries – such as this head of calf
ravigote -, the quality meat and the fish of the market,
without forgetting the well-composed salads and desserts
that allow us to prolong our meal, including an iced
vacherin and, the other must-eat of the house, baked
Alaska blazed that happens often together with a "Happy
Birthday" played in the limonaire house. A lively part of
Lyon’s heritage, Brasserie Georges is a safe value more
than ever recommended by Futé.
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BRASSERIE CHAVANT
8, place des Célestins (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 38 64
www.brasserie-chavant-lyon.fr
contact@bclyon.fr
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Service until 11pm. Daily
special: E12.90.
An association between an exceptional place – the
wonderful Place des Célestins, one of the lungs of the
Peninsula with its splendid Italian theatre and its place
lined with magnolias; an exceptional restaurant, former
restaurant Francotte which was one of the three Lyon stars
between the two wars and a great name of Dauphinois
gastronomy since 1852: Chavant. A family which bears
colours of the regional cuisine in the family hostel of
Bresson in Isère, but who knows also "export" with its
brasserie concepts settled in Grenoble and Lyon. Chavant
is the guarantee of incomparable know-how, respect of
products and the greatest French culinary tradition. But
Chavant shows also audacity with a brasserie designed
by the decorators the Heirs with a tasteful "retro chic"
decor. The terrace on Place des Célestins is among the
most pleasant place to be in the city, the room displays
refined white colour and the lounges upstairs take you to
an elegant house where you take the time to live well.
It is a faultless one. A lovely and "re-mar-ka-ble" service
who serves us dishes designed by the excellent Jérémie
Muller, who has worked at great houses like the Crayères (a
3-star one) in Reims. After having sipped a home cocktail
made by a real bartender, you let yourself be taken by the
seasonal menu. A menu that changes every 3 months,
keeping only the beef tartare over the year, sole meunière
and a lamb shank. Excellent wine list to accompany this
fine cuisine. Chavant is successful as far as gastronomic
brasserie is concerned for the delight of all the gourmets.
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 BRASSERIE LE DANDY
45, rue de la Bourse (2e) & +33 (0)4 78 92 82 96
www.brasserie-ledandy.com
Open from Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Open
from 8am to midnight. Closed on Monday evening. Children’s
menu: E13. Lunch formula: E22 (starter, main course and
dessert). Daily special: E15.50. Starter and main course or
main course and dessert formula: E20.
Futé congratulates Le Dandy for having managed to impose
its style in a central neighbourhood, right next to Palais
du Commerce, and yet it’s not that easy to highlight. Le
Dandy’s asset is first of all the welcome and the perfect
service. Wide opening hours, but mostly great smiles and
a real passion of the welcome team which may even touch
an expert accountant. There is always room in this great
Dandy, on the terrace or in the room that hides some secrets
(especially during lively evenings), which has managed to
update a carefully crafted brasserie menu. This summer,
salads (Caesar, Gourmande, Perigordine, Pêcheur…) have
had our preference, but the eggs in Burgundy red wine
sauce can delight us in any season. A rather short menu
for a brasserie, but guarantees the quality of the dishes:
Dandy Burger, pan-fried beef filet with morel sauce, a whole
fish of the day roasted with virgin olive oil, a fisherman’s
risotto, Lyon specialities like an andouillette gratin served
with her gratin Dauphinois or a calf’s liver seasoned with
parsley. Fresh fruit salad, a delicious gourmet coffee and
homemade ice-cream. Interesting wine list. Meal, drink,
afterwork and even evening party, Le Dandy won the bet
and is part of the gourmet countryside landscape.
 BUVETTE SAINT-ANTOINE
2, quai des Célestins (2e) & +33 (0)4 78 42 56 72
www.buvettesaintantoine.com
info@buvettesaintantoine.com
High season: open every day from 9am to 1am. In winter,
closing at 3pm. Fixed rate formulas. Fixed rate formulas
for lunch (service until 4pm): E10 the "tartine" fixed rate
formula, E12.50 the salad menu.
At the end of the beautiful footbridge facing the law courts,
benefiting from a new terrace on Quai de Saone, Buvette
Saint-Antoine is not really a recent address, since it has been
the "Lyon inhabitants’ meeting place" since 1872! Yes, but,
it’s a place which we have abandoned in favour of the new
banks of the Rhone which offer a more pleasant setting all
the same, let’s admit it. As time goes by, the banks of Saône
was restored at the same time as this famous Bar which has
found a new lease of life. On summer evenings, open-air
café atmosphere with music and well-served seafood, but
still pleasant snacks with salads which are largely worth
others, ideal boards to accompany an aperitif, like this
whole sausage or toasted spread available according to
all the desires, without forgetting the ice-creams and the
beautiful drink menu and a wide range of champagne.
There are many "all inclusive" package to enjoy on the
Quai de Saône within a very nice atmosphere.
 CAFÉ THOMAS
1, rue Laurencin (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 16 28 64
www.restaurant-thomas.com
Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner. Daily specials:
E9. Fixed rate formula E15: 1 cold tapas, 1 daily special and
1 dessert. Tasting of 8 hot and cold tapas: E15.

Thomas, a well-known name at rue Laurencin, who has
four quality establishments. Add to the Restaurant, the bar
and at the new Bouchon, you have a Café which is a "tapas
restaurant", much more than a bar, and which logically fits
for this reason in our restaurant chapter. Thomas thus offers
us to have a meal in a Spanish way while discovering the
fast food spirit of tapas, these small portions you nibble
while enjoying a glass of good wine or a mojito. But Thomas
also changes our diet presenting beautiful dishes – how
could he be different with such a house! – filled with quality
ingredients: salmon gravlax, marinated shrimps, pinchos,
toasted slice of bread with goat, honey and cumin, chicken
"grenouillettes", cod fritters, lacquered chicken wings...
and dishes accordingly: Charolais beef tartare, wild sea
bass maki and Scottish langoustines, barbecued milk-fed
veal pieces with aromatic herbs... The room, with modern
sober lines of a bistro, is pleasant. Astonishing wine list
at this address of Thomas.

 LE CHAUDRON
26, cours Suchet (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 73 31
miam@le-chaudron-restaurant.fr
Open Monday to Friday for lunch; Friday for dinner. Daily
special: E11.
On the blind of this address dressed in black, just before
the railway bridge of Rue Suchet, you can read "restaurant-cuisine populaire" (popular cuisine-restaurant) and
we like that from the outset. Le Chaudron, Grégory Pichot
– an engineer in a past life – has fallen into it, because
he is a true enthusiast who changed his job when passing
through Institut Bocuse. In his restaurant, this artisan did
not fail to bring some lovely cauldrons, rather than bad
microwave ovens! Because here, they don’t pretend to
cook, they really do. Everything is homemade from fresh
and quality products, products most of the time local
(trout of Isère, Lentilly eggs…). Even the sauce bases
are homemade, even the pie bases are homemade and
even the bread is homemade! And for those that can’t
be homemade, the cheeses come from the excellent MOF
Didier Lassagne. In this constantly and rapidly evolving
neighbourhood of Perrache, you should be able to enjoy
the good moments to share at Le Chaudron in a friendly
atmosphere, in a traditional bistro style. All that remains
for you to do is to treat yourself with delicious seasonal
daily specials at a very popular price too: bull, sweet pepper
and sweet potato in a colourful and tasty dish, beef tataki,
basil and tabbouleh with herbs, sea-bream rillettes, apples
and basil, fish of the moment… not to forget a wonderful
charolais tartare. Desserts in the same spirit with a fresh
fruit salad or an unmissable "ultra dark-chocolate cream,
caramelised nuts". Beautiful wine list.
 LE CINTRA
43, rue de la Bourse (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 42 54 08 / 09 72 94 60 24
www.restaurant-cintra.fr
lecintra.lyon@free.fr
Open every day from 10am to 3am. À la carte: Around
E30. Terrace.
If Cintra’s walls could speak, they would have a lot to tell
us! Facing the Palais du Commerce where the Bourse used
to stand, Cintra was originally, in 1921, a delicatessen
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created by exporters from the Cintra region in Portugal.
A place where "all people in Lyon" liked to meet to enjoy
the famous sweet wines straight from the barrels that we
can still admire today. An absolutely splendid room, full of
history, which saw the world leaders passing or leaning on
the counter near the piano. The other wonder of Cintra is its
terrace on place de la Bourse. Perfectly shaded, benefiting
from the soft murmur of a fountain, it offers more than
a breath in the middle of the city, a true little paradise.
The rest is only happiness. Excellent welcome from a really
effective service team. As for the cuisine, it continues to
astonish us by its quality. On the menu, a Cintrat salad
always made with quality products, a traditional double
pike quenelle and its crayfish sauce. To be followed with
a beautiful sea sauerkraut, a whole fish, a sweetbread
fricassee and its wild mushrooms. Everything is good,
the desserts also with a wild strawberry and blueberries
iced meringue. The setting and the atmosphere, piano
bar in the evening, add to the charm of the house. Our
opinion, rather at lunchtime to benefit from the terrace
and a seasonal cuisine.

 CUISINE ET DÉPENDANCES ACTE II –
L’APPART’68
68, rue de la Charité (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 45 02
Open by reservation for lunch and dinner. Fixed rate formulas
from E68 to E138/pers.

When a chef’s dream, the excellent Fabrice Bonnot of
Cuisine et Dépendances Acte II, becomes a gourmand’s
dream, you should live it with him? Rather than being in
a dining room, the creative chef invites us in a tastefully
furnished apartment, equipped with a kitchen that could
be ours. You can come with your friends, colleagues,
family (from 6 to 12 people) and sit in the lounge for the
aperitif, while admiring the table filled with light. It is
chic and elegant without being ostentatious. This place
puts us at ease to enjoy the surprises prepared in front
of us by the chef according to three set menus: Prestige,
Noblesse and Royale (from E68 to E138 per person).
You will be invaded by the sensations of a cuisine made
of freshness and flavour, especially maritime. In this
very original setting, where you can organise all types
of events, you can still choose themes in the spirit of
the place: Mediterranean evening, shellfish, marinière,
chipirons or more land-inspired evenings with a Charolais
steak cooked à la plancha. Another catering idea full of
audacity and gourmet desires to share.

 LE F2
2, place de l’Hôpital (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 82 22 22
www.lef2.com
contact@lef2.com
Open Monday through Saturday from 7.30am to 1.30am.
From October to April, closed on Mondays. Lunch menu:
E15 (starter or daily special, fruit salad or ice-creams and
coffee). Every day, a set menu at E20 (starter, main course
and dessert). Fridays and Saturday for dinner, a menu at
E24.50. Children’s menu: E8.
Frédéric Fass looks naturally stylish. Met at La Rotonde,
where he lit up the room with his elegant presence, the man
arrived at the Presqu’île (the Peninsula) aboard his F2, one
of the best openings of the year 2016. 2 F because F. Fass
was awarded 2 stars, he settled in the 2° arrondissement
on 2 floors with his nice team to offer 2 starters, 2 dishes
and 2 desserts to all gourmets coming alone, as couples or
between friends, everyday. Le F2 is a unique place facing
the "new" Hotel-Dieu. A large terrace open all year long
to enjoy Lyonnais good life and the beauty of a fantastic
site, that of the Cité de la Gastronomie. Inside, everything
is beauty and refinement, without being pedantic. Just a
beautiful place to be around the counter drinking coffee
or savouring a cold cuts platter with a glass of wine,
enjoying the late opening hours. Just perfect to sit down
and have something to eat – there is even a mirror-room
you can privatise for more intimacy – and enjoy Martin
Lixon’s cuisine, a chef trained in Lyonnais restaurants
but who has travelled around the world to discover new
flavours. As a result, the blackboard of the day consists of
seasonal dishes featuring local and foreign flavours, a few
signature dishes such as foie gras croque monsieur with
gingerbread, caramelised apples, honey sauce; griddled
larded cod back, celeriac and mango crémeux, aioli quenelle
or duck breast roasted with spices and Porto juice, Williams
pears, creamy puree with 2 potatoes. Another beautiful
surprise of the place, the Coworking Café space to work
with total peace of mind (payment according to the time
spent there and meal-tray formula at an extra charge).
2 further Fs for this F2, Fantastic and Futé (smart).
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 CUISINE ET DÉPENDANCES ACTE II
68, rue de la Charité (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 45 02
www.cuisineetdependances.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu
from E29.90 to E79.90. Lunch menu: E21. Set menus
2 main courses: E16.
A cuisine to read – the chef has already published
three books – to live and savour. A meal at Cuisine et
Dépendances Acte II (the first act was played at the other
end of the peninsula a few years ago), it is one of the finest
gifts that you can give each other as lovers or in family.
Fabrice Bonnot, the chef likes nothing more than to share
his passion for cuisine. A passion that is transmitted in an
elegant, refined, cosy room, a real little love nest where
each table to has its "independence" to better enjoy
these magical moments. Even more magical moments if
you took the precaution of asking for a parking place at
the restaurant during your reservation (it is possible!) or
coming by other means than car. Terrace sheltered in a
street that is finally non-busy and sensational dining rooms
A contemporary haven of peace with its astonishing walls of
water and superb light games, perfect for couples privately
and for business meals. A cosy atmosphere with colourful
touches to savour an exceptional cuisine, the one made by
a creative chef who always enjoys playing on the land/sea
contrast , with a preference for seafood products. On the
Textures and Flavours menu, an Ecstasy of "Dungeness"
crab fresh notes of celery, vinaigrette of crustaceans to get
started. The wandering nature of black seabream of the
Breton coasts, crispy polenta, fine parmesan stock continues
our culinary trip, which ends with the forbidden chocolat
lacté pistache, salted butter caramel, chocolate streuzel.
Wine list offering the best pairings. An address to share.
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 L’INSTANT FROMAGE
31, rue Sainte-Hélène (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 92 93 54
www.linstant-fromage.fr
linstantfromage@hotmail.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Fixed rate
formula toasted slices of bread or salads, dessert of the day
and hot drink from E10.50. Cheese by the piece: E2.90.
Discovery slate: E13.50. Take-away. Wifi access.
Who has believed it from the beginning? It’s Futé. If we
allow this familiarity, it is that L’Instant Fromage, became
address totally indispensable since its creation, is the
work of Kiki as they like to call (in fact, it is Guillaume
Laurent and Rémy Sadon). This cheese bar highlights this
emblematic dish of our French meal today classified as the
World Heritage by UNESCO. It’s our turn to classify L’Instant
Fromages among the best addresses of the city. First by
its welcome, the kindness and the know-how of a whole
team that makes your stay between these walls will be
only a succession of pleasant moments. Frankly, they are
on top. A little "flea market" and vintage decoration, with
on the tables old vinyls as place mat. Drink and board to
share in the sofa, before going to table and discover in the
slate that L’instant fromage offers mainly cheeses, but not
only that… There are also salads -from the Biquette to the
Simmental-, the charcuteries from Sibilia -another "best
address"- slices of bread often stuffed with cheese and
the famous parts of cheese with no less than 50 different
cheeses to discover according to your tastes (and according
to the seasons), always with small labels very practical to
identify the origins and names of cheeses. A fine selection
of wines to accompany the tasting and the Kiki’s must-eat
desserts (but which?). Booking recommended.
LE JARDIN DE BERTHE – AINAY
3, rue de Fleurieu (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 38 24 46
www.jardindeberthe.com
contact@jardindeberthe.com
Qualité Tourisme label. "Maître Restaurateur" label. Open
daily for lunch from 12pm to 2pm and for dinner from 7pm
to 10.30pm. Raviole fixed rate formula: E18. Salad menu:
E23. Discovery menu: E24. "Menu Plaisir": E29. Home
delivery on the site: www.resto-in.fr. Terrace. Take-away.
Air conditioning.
Founded in 1978, Berthe will celebrate its 40th anniversary
this year. Berthe is an experienced woman with a strong
know-how, a woman who knows what is good for us (in this
case, essentially salads, vegetables and fruits). At the age of
40, Berthe is also a young, dynamic woman, in the image
of the servers who animate this place, a few steps from
Place Bellecour (which literally means: " beautiful garden
") and the Musée des Tissus. Berthe garden, cultivated in
the middle of the city by real passionate people, makes
us pass in front of the kitchens – here we have nothing
to hide – to discover below a surprising room displaying
old stones and contemporary furniture. If the seasonal
salad menu changes regularly, the kind welcome and
smiling service do remain the same. Comfortably seated,
all that remains to do is to choose – a delicate moment,
you will have to come back often to try everything – the
composition of their giant salad (they are really giant!).

From the Berthe (white poultry, orange, green apple and
toasted almonds) to the Vegetarian, from salmon Pasta
to the Caesar Salad, everyone finds the salad which suits
their desire of the day. Other happinesses made by Berthe
are the ravioli menu, the homemade wok, burgers made
with bread and Charolais steak and also a tartare or a soy
steak. "Healthy" drinks with homemade smoothies to keep
fit. And if you can’t come to celebrate Berthe’s birthday
at her address, she can come to you on different home
delivery platforms. A good birthday and Berthe keep on
delighting us for a long time!

 LE LAYON
52, rue Mercière (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 42 94 08
www.lelayon.fr – lelayon@mac.com
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Continuous service every
Saturday and Sunday: lunchtime – midnight. Lyon menu:
E26. Gourmet Menu: E32. Children’s menu: E12.50.
For 28 years at Rue Mercière: This mention could be part
of Le Layon’s visiting card. Because if this paved street of
intentions that are not always very honest can frighten
you, it can also reassure you when you discover its good
addresses, Le Layon at the top. For connoisseurs, Le Layon
has little to do with Lyon since it is a river of Anjou around
which the terroir perfectly lends itself to vine cultivation…
A white wine full of sweetness and character enjoyed at
Le Layon with a delicious fresh duck foie gras. But the
menu does not stop there. You have to sit on the heated
terrace – which is as friendly as the service or in a room
with jazzy notes – the music schedule remains one of
our favourites in the city – to enjoy the cuisine of the
talented Jean-Luc Léger. A very fresh cuisine made with
good market products, from the traditional Lyon salad
to the most exotic pan-fried prawns in tapenade, anise
juice. Always between Lyon tradition and current flavours,
a homemade pike quenelle with swimming-crab bisque, a
pan-fried cod, chorizo bisque, braised fennel, courgettes, a
string-pulled Andouillette from Braillon or a duck Magret
intuitively served with juice flavoured with coriander with
celery root puree and apple fruit. Very beautiful wine lists,
including discoveries every month, to sublimate a meal
that honours tradition. Our gourmet address of this paved
part of Rue Mercière.
 LES MANGEURS DE TOILES
14, rue d’Enghien (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 13 80 81
www.mangeursdetoiles.fr
contact@mangeursdetoiles.fr
Open Monday through Friday at lunchtime; Wednesday
through Saturday for dinner. Lunch menu: E15. Lunch
menu 2 dishes: E13.
Good news piles up around Place Carnot. Well, we pass the
maintenance works and we go around to find ourselves in
the very quiet street of Enghien. A small terrace where it is
nice to read Roman Gary (Les mangeurs d’étoiles is a book
by R. Gary) and a delightful room, offering a particularly
warm welcome. Yes, we insist on "warm", because the
district of Ainay doesn’t exactly have a good reputation
in this matter, but here… congratulations! The room is
beautiful and has an almost holiday-like feeling, there
is a counter inspired by Provence -the bar is open until
late –the dishes have a southern touch to them, with
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Mediterranean flavours. Another good reason to enjoy this
address is the duo of chefs Jean-Marie Els and Guillemette
Littee – one trained at the Bocuse Institute, the other at
Ducasse – who prepare 100% homemade meals – yes,
everything is homemade- using good products (there is
nothing better). A few dishes on an à la carte in constant
change according to what’s at the market: prawns in brick
pastry and avocado mousse or candied lemons with einkorn
wheat. To follow, a grilled bass fillet, olive oil and rocket
sauce or oriental lamb. Desserts are also homemade, you
can have exotic fruits panna cotta or a lemon mascarpone
cheesecake. A sunny wine menu. A nice discovery full
of smiles and southern flavours, deserving our special
recommendation before heading for the stars.

 LE NORD
18, rue Neuve (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 10 69 69
www.nordsudbrasseries.com
info@brasseries-bocuse.com
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Service until 11pm
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Children’s menu: E12.50.

 SELCIUS
43, quai Rambaud (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 92 87 87
www.selcius.fr
contact@selcius.fr
Open Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Open
for the brunch Sunday from 11am to 5pm. Lunch menu:
E22 (3 dishes). Menu 3 main courses (to dine): E29.
In this so modern "business class" area of Confluence,
Selcius is part of these protean places where one comes
not only for a meal. If the room does not leave anyone
indifferent for its impressive volumes and its beautiful
chic contemporary brasserie decoration, the terrace is
among the most beautiful "spots" during summer in
Lyon with its beach open on the Saône, a good place
to sip a mojito. Our smart advice is if you do not book,
make sure at least that Selcius is not privatised by one of
the many companies in the neighbourhood who love to
party there. Because Selcius is also a festive place where
the animations multiply during through the seasons.
As we are in the "Restaurants" section, we have to say
something about the cooking. Some facts on the service
can annoy the most demanding, while the others are
installed around a table to share appetizers, pizzetas
and tapas for a good start. A current cuisine with an
Angus beef carpaccio or a trilogy of ancient tomatoes,
vegetarian dishes – it’s trendy and pleasant – an entire
bar grilled with fennel or a pluma of grilled pata negra.
Shortbread with chocolate or coconut pana cotta in the
same spirit. Large liquor menu, including cocktails to
start or prolong the evening.
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 LA MENTHE
15, rue Mercière (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 56 05 01
Open Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. A la carte:
E10.50 for lunch, E14.20 for dinner. Starter + main course
option or main course + dessert: E12.90 at lunchti""me,
E17.80 at dinner. "Formule Farandole" option starter or
dessert + main course: E14.50 for lunch, E20.20 for dinner.
Farandole starter + farandole dessert option: E13.80 for
lunch, E18.80 for dinner. Lunch menu (farandole of the
starter and main course + farandole of the desserts):
E18.50. Loyalty card.
Let’s not lie to each other, Rue Mercière is not always paved
with the best culinary intentions. Fortunately, there is La
Menthe, one of the very few addresses in the area that
doesn’t cheat. At this angle of a quiet street, just what you
need, away from the hustle and bustle of the pedestrian
area, La Menthe invites us to its original terrace, made
of "homemade" tables with lavish ornaments giving
the whole a picaresque and warmcosy look. The dining
room is not very large, but you will be heartily received in
a decor so "cute" that the dining room will become your
planet during a shared meal. Cushions, fabrics, black and
white photos, tender colours and in the middle of all this,
the sweet Sophie and her team always working in good
mood and kindness. The other joy of being at La Menthe
is tasting dishes composed of excellent products according
to formulas of farandoles which have been successful over
the years. According to your choice, gazpacho of carrots
with orange, mushroom and brie tarte fine, hummus, leek
pudding with 4 spices or a red-cabbage salad in balsamic
vinegar to begin with starters. Coming up next, a delicious
lamb shank with honey and prunes, the must-eat beef
keftas with soft spices from Provence, a salmon tartare with
sautéed potatoes, a goat’s cheese fondue of Villard Reculas
(so good!) or veal liver with parsley with homemade puree
enhanced with olive oil. Not to forget the dish of the day,
beef lasagna during our visit, or large salads, including
a vegetarian one. Homemade desserts with fresh-fruit
salad, the crème brûlée or the molten chocolate cake.
Freshness, generosity and sun on your plate at La Menthe.

Wine by the glass. Fixed rate formula 2 dishes: E22.90.
Fixed rate formula 3 dishes: E26.60. Menu on Sunday
and public holidays from E32.90.
This Nord (French for "North") is quite relative, since
it is located in the heart of the Lyon Peninsula. The
first brasserie open by Paul Bocuse – already 23 years
ago with the takeover of Le Nord, famous Lyonnais
brasserie inaugurated in 1907 by Edouard Herriot
– is thus in a side street, within walking distance
from Rue de République. One of the signatures of the
Brasseries Bocuse is the verandas that allow you to
enjoy the show of a little dark street throughout the
year. You will undoubtedly prefer the traditional and
cordial room. As usual, flawless reception and service
to offer us the opportunity to taste "traditional",
like the place. The upper floor offers private lounges
where it is pleasant to discuss with colleagues or in
family in a cosy atmosphere. You settle down on the
red seats and you discover the specialties of an almost
unchanging menu that are, according to the seasons,
the sauerkraut and the Burgundy snails with parsley
butter. Here, the cuisine known as "middle-class" is
in its kingdom and you come to enjoy the suggestions
of the Chef Franck Barrouilhet: warm sausage with
pistachio in brioche, duck foie gras terrine, a mix of
griddled fillets of market fish, a pike quenelle with
lobster sauce, the chicken fricassee of calf kidneys with
mustard... Without forgetting the Grandmother waffles
which have contributed to the reputation of the place.
A very classic address, in the best sense of the word.
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 SILK
20, quai Docteur-Gailleton
Hôtel Sofitel (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 41 20 80
www.sofitel-silk.com
h0553-re2@sofitel.com
Open every day from 12pm to 2.45pm and from 7pm to
11.45pm. Set menu at E27. À la carte: Around E30.
Children’s menu: E14. Lunch menu: E20. Private car park
with 1h3 of complimentary parking.
One of the reference addresses of the city, not only in the
"brasserie" category but also simply restaurant, since Silk
is much more than a brewery in our opinion. Built in the
luxurious Sofitel hotel, Silk benefits from the tranquillity
of the places, yet only steps from Place Bellecour and the
hyper-centre of the peninsula. A both classic and completely
atypical place with its decor that immerses us in the universe
"vintage" of the 70s to the brilliant colours on a neutral
background and in the universe of silk (which gives the name
to the establishment). Between chic bistro, elegant brasserie
and elegant restaurant, Silk is for everyone and not only the
5-star hotel high profile clientele. Best-in-class, refined and
convivial service, beautiful home which is really hospitable,
and a high quality cuisine which also fluctuates between the
brasserie tradition with oysters, a Lyon salad, a famous 100%
beef tartare, homemade burgers, one of which is truffle or a
fresh salmon tartar, and the nice food service with roasted
cod fillet, delicious roasted scallops or a rack of lamb and its
pan-fried seasonal vegetables. Mother Richard cheese and
a vanilla brioche with speculoos ice-cream. Other must-eat
of the house: the omelet as you want it and the terrible
chicken Sandwich Club. Beautiful wine list, grand crus, for
a harmonious wine and meal pairing.
 LE SUD
11, place Antonin-Poncet (2e)
& +33 (0)4 72 77 80 00
www.nordsudbrasseries.com
Open daily for lunch from 12pm to 2.30pm and for dinner
from 7pm to 11pm. Children’s menu: E12.50. Wine by the
glass. Fixed rate formula 2 dishes: E22.90. Fixed rate formula
3 dishes: E26.60. Menu on Sunday and public holidays from
E32.90. Terrace.
The most southern cardinal point of the brasseries Bocuse
is at the height of the place Bellecour, on another place
oriented towards the Rhône heading to the Mediterranean.
It is true that Confluence moved the Sud (French for "south")
closer to the forefront of the Peninsula, but this brasserie is
always part of the most prominent ones in Lyon. Pleasant
terrace and wide veranda open on a green and lively place
with an always impeccable service and reception, what we
appreciate above all is the regularity of an address which
never disappoints. At Le Sud, you are received every day and
late with the same smile and the same quality in cuisine. In
the kitchen, Gérard Lasne always offers a cuisine of the sun
according to the arrivals, with the famous suggestions of
the market around a whole piece roasted on the spit, a fish
according to the fishing and tagine of the day. The menu
recites its classics to satisfy every appetite: Marseille-style
fisherman’s soup, Bömlo salmon marinated with dill, tarte
pissaladière, a Provençal octopus stew, a pot of fish in
bouillabaisse, couscous-style lamb shank or a chicken tagine
with lemon confit. After the traditional Saint-Marcellin

cheese of Mère Richard, summer offers us the opportunity
to vary the pleasures with the minute vacherin with fresh
fruits. A sure address with southern look.

 LA TABLE DE SUZANNE
39, rue Auguste-Comte (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 37 49 83
www.latabledesuzanne.com
latabledesuzanne@yahoo.fr
Closed from August 1st to August 23rd. Open Tuesday to
Saturday for lunch from 12pm to 2pm and for dinner from
7.30pm to 9.30pm. Lunch menu: E23 (full menu). Daily
special: E14. Menu à la carte: E48 (appetiser, starter,
main course and dessert).
At the corner of rue de Remparts d’Ainay and rue d’Auguste
Comte, in a warm and charming setting with a beautiful
terrace on sunny days, Table de Susan offers perfect dishes.
In a room where you feel as good for an intimate diner as
with friends, you discover the cuisine of the chef Arnaud
Leclercq. A frank cuisine, everything is homemade and
respects the product to make us enjoy natural flavours.
A natural which hides a know-how that has never been
founded deficient, a technicality, a virtuosity which are put
at the service of quality ingredients. Each day, you have a
complete chalk menu to enjoy a seasonal lunch full of
freshness and good taste. On the menu that changes every
three months, food lovers could choose a green asparagus
creamy soup, organic veal egg, Auvergne ham, faisselle
with herbs. Next, a French sea bream, artichoke muslin,
cannelloni rocket/tomato/lemon, scallop or lamb cooked
in two ways: the shoulder like a "viennoise" and the roast
rack. Creamy lemon and orange sorbet, crumble, pomelo
suprême and orangina siphon for a sweet end. Fine wine
list with bottles to satisfy our gourmet desires.
 THOMAS
6, rue Laurencin (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 56 04 76
www.restaurant-thomas.com
info@restaurant-thomas.com
Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner. Set menu at
E45 (seasonal menu). Lunch menu: E21 (3 dishes). Daily
special: E12. Lunch menu 2 main courses: E17. Suggestion
of season: E33.
What we like at Thomas Ponson is this permanent desire
to reinvent himself. Then, if the chef really occupies Rue
Laurencin, with four quality addresses, let us not complain
about that! When initially opening his restaurant at the
number 6 more than 15 years ago, Thomas Ponson undoubtedly did not imagine that he was going to open a bistro,
a café and a bouchon afterwards. La Maison Mère is the
gourmet restaurant behind its beautiful red facade, simply
entitled Thomas. Trained at the great Michel Chabran with
the singing accents of the southern Vallée du Rhône,
Thomas Ponson has been able to bring his youth and a
contemporary vision of a gourmet cuisine that he elegantly
rushes. Then, you should come and enjoy this seasonal set
menu at less than E50 to discover what a current chef can
offer us in superb dishes. Careful, the dining room can
only receive 45 guests in a beautiful cosy atmosphere, we
recommend that you book. On the menu of this dinner:
Seasonal vegetables grilled and marinated squid, virgin
vegetables and herb salad; a tataki beef fillet, Asian-style
marinated raw vegetables or a fish parillade, shellfish and
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langoustines, poivrade artichokes, preserved tomatoes.
Returning to the Rhône Valley with roasted apricots with
rosemary, mousse with fresh goat’s cheese and almond
moelleux. Outstanding wine list and impeccable service.
The perfect address to understand and love today’s cuisine.

 LES VIEUX GARÇONS
70, cours Suchet (2e) & +33 (0)4 78 60 87 86
www.lesvieuxgarcons.net
contact@lesvieuxgarcons.net
Open Monday through Saturday from 7am to midnight. Lunch
menu: E13.50 (daily special, dessert of the day, coffee or
glass of wine). Breakfast every morning. Happy hour Monday
through Friday from 5pm to 8pm.
They are very cute these "Old Bachelors", Corentin, Loïc and
Sebastien, these three singles who should not stay so for
a long time. Three people passionate about good things
who really want to create more than a restaurant, a place,
a living space, where you can discuss, meet, share a little
more than good moments around a glass or a gourmet
dish. In this changing neighbourhood, between Confluence
and Perrache, until recently in an untouchable status
and became trendy, Les Vieux Garçons do what they like,
working with local producers, the famous "short circuits",
to make food based on quality products, all at a more
than reasonable price. Result: a daily special at less than
E10 100% homemade and seasonal, like this veal steak,
champêtre sauce, tagliatelles and this pineapple Carpaccio
that made our happiness in this a little too hot summer.
Futé even saw an Angus beef flank, French fries, salads, fine
chocolate/banana pie, always at the same price that defies
all competition. On the menu, salads also well composed,
a beef tartare cut with a knife or a tuna tartare with yuzu,
toast, a duck magret with honey, a Bobosse andouillette,
a whole fresh fish and a short but relevant wine list. The
motto is "conviviality" to which you can add delicacies. Les

Vieux Garçons, the remastered version of bouchon lyonnais?
One of the best quality/price/friendliness ratio in the city.
Futé likes and recommends it.

 LA VOÛTE CHEZ LÉA
11, place Antonin-Gourju (2e)
& +33 (0)4 78 42 01 33
www.lavoute-chezlea.com
lavoutechezlea@orange.fr
Open Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E29.50 to E41.50. Lunch menu: E19.80.
A special place of Lyon cuisine – the house of Léa Bidault,
emblematic figure of local cuisine who has managed to give
its letters of nobility to the tablier de sapeur and the leg of
lamb, taken over by another figure of the contemporary Lyon
cuisine: Christian Têtedoie. In the heart of Lyon, a traditional
house with a timeless setting where you can enjoy the best
local cuisine in the charming rooms and from another age,
which pays tribute to our good local products: hot sausage
poached in Mâcon Viré, with fresh butter, crispy Tablier de
sapeur, sauce with herbs from the garden, Chicken with
old wine vinegar, Thinly sliced tripe pan-fried in Lyon’s
way, Veal’s head and sweetbreads with Ravigote sauce,
steamed potatoes, spinach, the whole accompanied by a
tasty macaroni gratin, a pot of brouilly, before a delicious
homemade dessert. Sweet verse for real gourmands’ palates
who made this house their "canteen". Among the seasonal
specialities, the game are an important moment you should
not miss, but you can also go for a Duck breast with cider,
roasted potatoes and courgette puree. In the dinning room
or in one of the private lounges, you can simply enjoy this
cuisine full of sincerity and flavours. Another delight of the
place, the wine list offered by a lovely sommelier, Laurence.
Authentic Lyon address, happiness and pleasure guaranteed.
 L’ALEXANDRIN
83, rue Moncey (3e) & +33 (0)4 72 61 15 69
www.lalexandrin.fr
laurent.rigal@lalexandrin.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E60 to E115. Lunch menu: E28 (been useful Tuesday to
Friday for lunch).
This is a Michelin star Alexandrin. In a superb setting, the
chef arranged table d’hôtes in the middle of the kitchens.
An unforgettable experience for those who want to see a
team working, to discover the small trade secrets of the great
dishes, in the racket made by the casseroles, the noises made
by the cooking and the well-ordered service procession.
An address that immerses us in the middle of the gourmet
cuisine, which must have its eyes open to the public who is
sometimes astonished that a dish takes time to be ready...
A lesson of thing that deserves all our congratulations. On
the menu, the Lyon spirit remains updated, with a true pike
quenelle and its crayfish cream or a Bresse poultry, buttered
potato; the vegetables remain trendy with a dedicated
menu – squash soup, chestnuts, roasted hazelnuts, and
its honey emulsion or an apple variation and parsnips in
curry, cranberry coulis for an unspoiled pleasure. Lobster
ravioli and soup celery tagliatelle with carcass juice and
a farm-bred Pigeon on a famous buttered potatoes with
truffle and frozen vegetables. "Themed" desserts around
chocolate, fresh fruits or citrus fruits. An address in all
finesse and distinction.
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 LES TROIS DÔMES
20, quai Gailleton (2e) & +33 (0)4 72 41 20 97
www.les-3-domes.com
reservation@les-3-domes.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E81 to E125. Lunch menu: E47. "Affaire" fixed rate formula
Tuesday to Friday for lunch: E36/main course and dessert;
38 E/starter and main course.
Making the star shine in the sky of Trois Dômes, chef
Christian Lherm asserts the tradition of good taste at the
top of this luxury hotel, while adding his personal touch,
his own vision of cuisine with openness to international
cooking and accessible to everyone. At this level, we want to
widen our horizons while enjoying the best products from
our terroirs at more reasonable prices. Exceptional setting
with a panoramic view of Lyon, a marvellous place for
romantic dinners to taste some perfectly presented delights,
including a lobster which benefits from a particular care in
a dedicated menu, and which you should not fail to enjoy.
But the menu offers us a whole collection of delicacies with
a duck foie gras Bermuda, arctic char fillet, a Piedmont veal
shank and dishes according to the seasons. The cheeses
are refined by Mother Richard and as for sweets, we have
cigar-shaped chocolate, Baileys cream and saffron ice. Very
fine wine list. Trois Dômes (three domes) and a star which
shines among Petit Futé’s best addresses.
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 L’ASSIETTE SUR LA PLACE
59, place Voltaire (3e)
& +33 (0)4 78 05 32 51
Open Monday through Saturday for lunch; Tuesday through
Saturday for dinner. Daily special: E12.50. Set menu:
E17 (starter, main course or main course/dessert) and
E18.50 (starter, main course and dessert).
At Place Voltaire, colourful flower pots on a beautiful
workbench that has become a table to share, vegetables
that grow around a nice terrace and an Assiette sur la
Place (a plate on the square) inviting us to return if the
weather’s bad. Inside, a bistro (the tables, the chairs,
the friendly atmosphere), a bouchon (the souvenirs
that adorn the walls and the small library), a restaurant
(the quality of the cuisine) make up a Lyon set with a
"girlier" small, cosy corner underneath the lamp in the
window. In short, it is as nice as friendly, a true universe
where everyone naturally finds their place. As for the
cuisine, a sweet chef who enjoys simmering delicious
dishes, like this risotto – a specialty of the house – so
delicate to prepare. Seasonal and quality products with,
for example, divine Italian truffles generously put on
penne in this summer, a treat! Short but "dense" menu
with, always in this summer, beautiful and large salads,
the famous creamy risotto and " à la minute roasted"
red-mullet fillets (a wonder), an excellent beef tartare
and Lyonnais specialties with a vinegar chicken thigh or
an à la vigneronne hot sausage, not to forget the various
forms of ravioles and the suggestions of the day on the
blackboard. Cheese platter served with a fig and nut
jam before the mango mascarpone cream, éclats burst
of meringue pieces as a homemade dessert. Service as
friendly as smiling to spend good moments that will
happily prolong in the evening around a tapas dish
and a good glass of wine. A crunchy address to share.
 LA BALANÇOIRE
223, rue de Créqui (3e)
& +33 (0)4 78 60 50 01
Open Monday and Tuesday from 11am to 3pm; Wednesday
from 11am to 9.30pm; Thursday and Friday from 11am to
11.30pm; Saturday from 6pm to 11.30pm. Lunch menu:
E17.50. Daily special: E11.50.
Futé swings the info: getting from " Le P’tit Bouchon"
to "Café Comptoir", this place has not lost any of its
friendliness or delicacy. It even won there. What is not
going to swing a long time is our gourmet heart that has
definitely fallen for the charm of Mareva Reig, in the
dining room and the entertainment of this very lively
restaurant, and Cécile Ducroux who works in the kitchen.
La Balançoire is a "rejoicing café", a space of good mood
and sharing where you like to find yourself with wide
opening hours in a lively neighbourhood. Pleasant
terrace, even more pleasant with the protectorr store
in summer, and cosy room where simplicity reigns.
Here, no fuss but relaxation – you really unwind – and
authenticity, in both dining and in the kitchen. Smart
tip, come early to prolong the pleasure of the aperitif
around a good board composed of local products (80% of
the menu is local), like any dishes. The vegetables come
from Les Jardins de Vartan in Décines, the quenelles are
made in Vaise, the fruit juices from Bissardon in Saint-

Paul-en-Jarez and even the roasting is Vénissieux. This
delicious "canteen" offers 100% homemade and seasonal
market cuisine with a blackboard that changes every day
around meat and fish. Beautiful salads in summer and
lively wine to complement everything. Many events and
entertainment (concerts, exhibitions, conferences…)
on a Swing that has made us delirious.

 CELEST
129, rue Servient (3e) & +33 (0)4 78 63 55 00
www.celest-bar-restaurant.com
Open daily for lunch and dinner.
Celest is a special place. On the 32nd floor of the
Part-Dieu tower (Le "Crayon" for all Lyonnais), Celest
takes us literally and "culinary" to the summits. We
caution you that it is essential to book to ensure your
place in front of the bay windows and enjoy the most
beautiful view of Lyon from a restaurant table. Let’s
add that the whole room offers a panoramic view of
the city and that you should not forget to admire a
decor that puts our head in the stars and constellations.
Invitation to take the time to live and enjoy an excellent
creative cocktail at the wine and cocktail bar, before
you settle comfortably at the table to travel alongside
the chef Fabrice de Flue, assistant of Fabrice Gauvreau
in La Rotonde. Inspired by the flavours from elsewhere
and the best seasonal products in the region, the chef
gives his version of the great traditional cuisine through
dishes that have the good taste to tell us personal stories:
open green raviole, pan-fried supions with sweet garlic,
Iberian chorizo, saffron broth; Cailloux-sur-Fontaine leek
confit with shallots, Chioggia chips, virgin of potimarron
to start. To follow, veal sweetbread roasted in the pan,
salsify with chestnut honey, pommes soufflées, braising
juice, or a wild sea bass cooked on the skin, poivrades
artichokes with vanilla, creamy celeriac mousseline. To
finish with chocolate, coffee and whisky like an Irish.
A great wine list, too. Another happiness of the Celest,
the brunch, a Sunday a month, to do with family because
the children are particularly spoiled with a buffet
for their size, but also free animations! To raise, share
divine moments, the beauty and flavours of a meal that
takes us to the stars.
DANTON...
8, rue Danton (3e)
& +33 (0)4 37 48 00 10
Open Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner. Fixed rate
menu 2 dishes: E21. Fixed rate menu 3 dishes: E27. Full
fixed rate menu: E33. Fixed rate menu Tasting: E47.
Alexis Pouly has come a long way. Year after year, his
work paid off and Le Danton… is undoubtedly one of the
best addresses in the city, even for a red guide which has
recognised his talent. To talk about chef Pouly’s talent,
we must first retrace his personal path, rare in a trade
where it would be easier to copy what works elsewhere
than to affirm your own ideas. As you can imagine
the outstanding chef Alexis Pouly could have left this
neighbourhood of Part-Dieu, this small corner room with
its 28 seats, for more prestigious addresses. But Alexis
Pouly is always there for our greatest happiness. In his
perfectly-equipped little kitchen, behind large windows
that render his work – and that of the excellent Benjamin
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